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Editorial

Darlings,

I hope you find the results of the reader survey as

interesting as I do. Such widely varied opinions. If

you read the few selections we printed here and begin

to panic that we might take all ofyour suggestions at

once, fear not. We certainly will compute your

feedback and use it as a guide in a general way. But

there were a few of you out there who sent in letters

suggesting that we drop almost everything in the

book. It gives one pause to wonder what these few
readers buy F.M.I. for.

There are three new videos offered in our catalog

section. “High Heel Slave” is a fetishist’s delight. The

imperious Angel takes a hapless shoe salesman on the

ride of his life. This is an extremely sexy video

without being explicit. Many ofyou will find the fact

that Angel never reveals her true gender to be an

exciting part of this she-male video.

There are now two versions of the Universal Ball.

We edited the first tape, concentrating mostly on the

boys in dresses. There were some shots of the hunks

but to keep within our time limitations we had to edit

the “hunk” portion down to a minimum. Well,

because you asked, we have put together a tape of the

”Boys of the Universal Ball. ” This, like the other

tape, has some of the drag queens in it, but it mostly

concentrates on the butch men. These two tapes are

very entertaining and we know that you have wanted

Drag Ball videos for some time now.

We were so lucky to get this stunning cover photo

of Sheree O’Neal. It is getting harder and harder to

get good still shots from the feature videos. There is

so much to do during a taping that to stop and set up

for stills on the set is like a whole other production.

But the good news is we have some very high quality

material coming up on Morelle DeKeigh, Dana
Douglas, and Pasha. The photos of Morelle are out

of this world!

Keep It Safe,

Kim Christy

P.S. Our last issue’s upcoming page promoted the

Continental U.S.A. Contest. It has been moved to the

next issue. Thanks.
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SORORITY SWEETHEART
Sheree O'Neal made her somewhat hesitant debut in our Art of Femininity #2 video. The morning that we

were to begin shooting, the actress scheduled to play the part in our video disappeared. Summer was also

working with us that day and we called her in a panic. Who could she get for us at the eleventh hour?

Summer’s long manicured fingernails clicked on the receiver as she called to someone else in the room with

her, ‘‘Darlin’ you wanna be in a Kim Christy movie?” We heard a muffled response from the party on

Summer’s end of the line and then Summer came back on the phone, “Flunny, I got a girl here’s gonna

knock your socks off.
”
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The rest is video history. Many of you enjoyed her in our Femininity video and now you can see her in

She-Male Sorority as well, from Kim Christy, of course.

Sheree was not the kind of young starlet that was ready to claw and climb her way to the top. In fact, when

we first met her, what impressed us most was her reserve and her cool, elegant manner.

But as we began to work, this cool blonde beauty began to blossom and her image on the video monitors

crackled with an electric sexuality.
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In She-Male Sorority, you will see the full

development of yet another fine actress turned out by

the Kim Christy school for thesbian she-males.
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What Do You Thinh?
In response to some queries in Kim ’s editorial, we have received

wonderful letters, some of which we would like to share with you. Ifyou
would like to respond to these opinions we would welcome it.

. . . Answering your questions:

More photos, less fiction!

Same sexually oriented fiction.

Even out homosexual & hetero-

sexual.

Same letters to editor.

More contests & pageants.

Remember Drag Balls, possibly

around the country, not just L.A.

More photos from readers!

More She-Males, or TVs into

pageants & shows.

More Drag Contests.

Videos covering the pageants,

shows, etc. Remember Female Im-

personator Pageant, Texas, video

included interviews with performers.

Lastly, I really enjoyed your latest

issue where you devoted 8 pages to

the Battle of V.I.P.s and Miss Gay,

L.A. This is what your magazine is

about. And would like to see videos

of these events. And what I enjoy the

most especially; color pages. . . .

. . . Good, solid TV material, e.g.,

“Winifred, not Wilfred” and

“Sally & Her Friends.”

Longer fiction is welcome, photos

of the gala events are generally

boring & dull.

Enjoy the sexually oriented

fiction when it is not crude & vulgar,

but in good taste.

Keep it heterosexual in orienta-

tion, please.

Letters to the editor are about in

balance although not too many turn

me on!

Contests & pageants, since I’m

not involved don’t do much, but

take up space.

More photos from readers, if

sharp & reasonable, would be

acceptable. Personal ads are good!

Enjoy the material on she-males

very much. Wouldn’t object to

more. TV/CD stuff is fine, too.

Re videos — TV/CD romance &
transformation are super subjects —
again only when done professionally

with style & taste. Lesson quality

material abounds, at high prices.

Video of reader contributions —
same comment. Quality is every-

thing. Realism (illusion) helps.

Kim, your magazine is excellent

stuff. I enjoy photo articles such as

“Suzanne in the Morning” (18/2),

“Pearls ...” & “CD for

Success” (14/6), “Morelle” (17/1),

“Shalei” (18/1), and the photo

articles in 17/5. . . .

. . . I personally favor stories &
videos regarding total physical

transformation into femininity;

likewise, photos of good-looking

TSs and TVs who are on the road to

physical transformation are pre-

ferred to more amateurish Tvs.

There are many publications

which provide an outlet for those

who are just getting started to have

their photos published. Your maga-

zine should be focused on the top

artists, performers and amateur illu-

sionists!

Strong erotic or sexual orienta-

tion is fine with me.

I think the coverage of the con-

tests and pageants is OK (especially

the winners), but should be cut

down in size.

Most of your readers are not “in

with the in crowd” in either Calif.

or N.Y. and could care less about

the coverage of everybody and their

“sister” which often seems to go on

for page after page.

I think homo & hetero coverage

should be balanced about equally.

Though I’m hetero, I sometimes

fantasize about males while dressed

and I think we need to all respect

each other’s trips in any case. . . .

... As far as the magazine,

Reader Letters are fine as is, photos

from readers are fine, as are photo

layouts on contests/pageants. On
fiction, I would like to see more,

mostly non-sexual, hetero or TS
oriented; then I know you must

cater to a wide selection of tastes.

On videos, I’d like to see some reg.

movie style (and length) about TVs
& TSs. Say something on the line of

the proposed VERA from several

years back — a biographical life

story of a TS growing up, realizing

his/her desires and finally crossing

over the gender line. With products

today such as MIRAGE, a regular

male actor could convincingly

portray such a change.

Well, those are my thoughts on

your questions. Now a couple of my
own for you. Back in the mid 70’s, I

heard of a TS movie called Pink TV

Blue, but I never heard any more.

Have you or any readers heard of it?

Also, about 1-1 Vi years ago, I heard

of a proposed movie from Holly-

wood about a TS. I remember part

of the title w;as Adventures in La La
Land. Can anyone help with infor-

mation on this? . . .

. . . First of all, 1 realize you

appeal to a broad spectrum of

tastes. I understand that, and I’m

not being critical. I’ll simply say I

(and I’m sure others) are NOT
interested in the “sucking of cocks”

(don’t mean to be vulgar) stories.

When I find a story is headed in that

direction, I stop reading it. As I said

in my listing in issue 46, I’m into

clothes, not organs. That isn’t said

critically, just a statement of where

/ am.

I love the clothes and have a fabu-

lous, tasteful (I think) wardrobe, so

my answers to your questions will be

influenced by my interests. OK?



What kind of fiction? I like boys

being dressed as girls, not necessarily

as punishment but because the

female is doing the young boy a

favor. I’ve written four such epi-

sodes. The first is titled “The Per-

fect Gift.’’ Two older sisters want to

give young Timmy the perfect gift

— they want him to experience the

joys of being dressed. If you would

like to see these stories. I’ll send

them.

No, I like less fiction and more

photos. I really like the photos of

pretty sissies; I don’t care much for

fiction — even articles.

Yes, I’d like less sexually oriented

fiction.

More heterosexual orientation.

I haven’t found the letters to the

editor to be that interesting. Less.

LOVE the contests and pageants.

Best part of the magazine.

More photos from readers,

especially if they are cute or pretty.

MUCH more interested in trans-

vestites than she-males. The male

organ sticking out is revolting to

me.

Videos of what I’m talking about

above. Boys being sweetly dressed in

lovely clothes — without the S&M,
domination aspects.

I’m not sure what “transvestite

romance videos” would be, but they

sound OK.
Hope these comments are helpful.

. . . As long as the writing is good,

I do not care about the amount of

sexual content. I far prefer hetero-

sexual orientation insofar as possible.

Letters to the editor are some-

times of great interest. Other times

they are a waste of space. There

should be no requirement for a cer-

tain amount of space to be devoted

to letters. If there are no interesting

letters, do not print junk just to fill

up space.

An article on how to take photos

that are not murky and fuzzy would

probably be a blessing for both the

letters and the ads.

Contests and pageants are a waste

of time. If there was a contest for

the best looking while wearing street

clothes, it would be interesting.

Those stupid costumes and evening

dresses are a waste of space. A

“/ think homo and hetero

coverage should be balanced
equally.

”

bathing suit contest might be inter-

esting. A leg contest would also be

interesting.

Photos from readers are fine

so long as they are sharp and well

lit. Another photo of Sally is not

necessary.

I prefer regular!?) transvestites to

she-males, but any port in a storm.

I don’t get to see videos, so I will

not comment.
What I would like to see is some

stories about some of the better-

looking people in the ads. For in-

stance, in the issue mentioned, the

pictures for picture F-604 is attrac-

tive. How about a story and picture

layout in the same kind of clothing,

(i.e., not an evening dress or cos-

tume). I could say the same thing

about F-612, F-644, F-646, F-647,

and F-648.

One further item — please do not

include any bondage and domina-

tion in either the literature or pic-

tures. Make the stories and pictures

depict pleasure, not pain. . . .

. . . Keep the current policy of not

showing genitalia and extend it to

the ads section.

Show the models in more ordin-

ary clothes and settings. More
Vogue than Playboy. Show them

waking up, getting dressed, at work,

out shopping, on a date, etc. in reg-

ular women’s clothes, not just eve-

ning gowns & lingerie. In public, not

just in studios.

Replace Linda Lee’s column with

someone who will list news of inter-

est. You’ve talked about listing

clubs with drag shows. Do it! List

the dates of upcoming balls, con-

tests, pageants. List places (stores)

where you can buy clothes or wigs

or make-up without fear.

There are lots of publications that

give fiction. You don’t need to. If

you’re going to, get rid of the baby
stuff and b/d stuff. Sally’s stories

are good.

Cut most of the stuff from

readers. Cut all or most letters and,

if possible, ads.

TV vs TS doesn’t matter. What
matters is pretty.

My suggestions for videos are the

same. Do a video along the lines of

my first 2 suggestions & I bet it

would be a big success. F.M.I. did a

piece a while back on Shalei and
Andrea Nichole. That was exactly

right. Or, do a video version of some
of the best fiction out there. . . .

. . . Love the old-time mimic fea-

tures, true artists, an inspiration to

all us regular guys who love to dress.

Some of your latest fiction has

been great — like “The Model of

Femininity” — “Sorority Sweet-

heart” (wished it had been longer)
— “TV Confessions” (loved the

flashbacks to his youth).

Less photos. Photo mags are a

dime a dozen, so to speak.

Less sexually oriented fiction. See

above . . .

Heterosexual orientation pre-

ferred.

More letters, definitely.

More photos from readers, of

course.

And TVs are more fun, more of a

challenge. Make-up and talent is so

much harder to achieve than



“
Let's face it, it’s hard

enough for a real female to

look great. ”
hormone shots.

Transformation videos are the

best. Let’s faee it, it is hard enough

for a real female to look great. How
much more satisfying it is when a

male can look super fern.

Kim, what more can be said,

“Sally” is always fun to read. Sissy

Times News is great, and your

editorial is always thought
provoking. . . .

. . . I will try to respond to some

of your queries. 1 know your reader-

ship is varied and so should be the

content of F.M.I. You did, how-

ever, request our preferences, so

here goes.

I do enjoy the “letters to the

editor” section. If we readers don’t

write, then no letters for us to read.

I think your mix between fiction

and photos is about right.

I prefer less sexually oriented and

would also prefer some heterosexual

orientation.

A brief glossary that was printed

either frequently or maybe even

every issue.

What is the difference between a

“she-male” and a regular transves-

tite? Although I am over fifty and

have been crossdressing for many
years, I didn’t know there was a

difference. I do stick close to the

closet so that’s probably the reason.

Based on past articles, I assume they

are males who live totally as females

and who are bisexual. The articles

you have done in the past and have

noted as she-males are excellent.

About the same frequency as in the

past.

I like the pageants and contests,

but they can be overdone. No more
than what you have now.

I especially liked such features as

“Suzanne in the Morning,” “Maxie”
and “Michelle.” I think one of the

things I liked about these features

was the good taste of the photo-

graphs. The pretty dresses and

smiling faces. I don’t need to see too

much flesh and in the articles I

mentioned, I think you did it just

right. I also liked the article, “Sissy

Stanley.” As per my above com-
ment, non-sexual fiction. . . .

. . . Re-evaluate the amount of

space allocated to the “Do’s and

Don’t” section. As “temporary

editor,” I would consider the possi-

bility of limiting that to a single

page, or maybe two.

The featured pictorials are great!!

I really enjoy the photo layouts of

such people as Vannessa Santoni,

Morelle DeKeigh, Maxie, Michelle,

Sherrie O’Neal, Francine, Lauren

Montez, and my all-time favorite

Heather!!! (along with many, many
others ....).
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Fortunately Los Angeles is richly

endowed with some of the most

beautiful “girls” in the world! And
obviously the pictorials within

F.M.I. are very important to many
of us. For while we can only dream

of looking so fabulous, the pictorials

give us a real perception of the ulti-

mate dream, or fantasy.

If given the opportunity, I would

seek out and interview these ‘girls’

for a 8-9 page photo spread in each

issue of F.M.I. I would pattern the

photo layout and accompanying

text after Playboy Magazine. After

all, they have been very successful at

presenting feminine beauty for years

— and aren’t we trying to do the

very same thing (it’s just that our

‘girls’ are very special and just as

beautiful)? The photos needn’t be in

color for B/W can be just as devas-

tating if photographed correctly and

done with real class.

I would love to see an autobio-

graphical text accompanying the

photo layout. Much along the lines

of an informal interview of the

model rather than the reporter’s

perception of her personality or

facts quoted from some “bio”

sheet. I would try to make it more

personal (not “sexual” personal) so

that a reader could relate to her

emotions.

I enjoy feature articles on pagents

and contests! Whenever you do a

feature on LaRey’s presentations

(for example) I would like to sug-

gest that you might consider the

following:

— If you devoted 8-9 pages of

each issue to a Playboy type of

photo layout of a featured ‘girl,’

then perhaps you could alternate

that photo spread with an 8-9 page

layout of contest/pagents (in those

months in which they occur).

—Add more photos but space

them out by masking white borders

around the photos and note under

the photos the names of the con-

testants.

I enjoy your editorials and would

not change a thing there (I’m not

stupid ! ! ). I can honestly say that the

editorial is the first thing I read.

Ahhh, “Letters to the Editor” —
in this area I would like to offer a

FM
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“/ would love to see F.M.L
feature an Amateur Model of
the Month. ”

couple of suggestions. Again, as

“temporary, honorary editor in

chief,” I would consider reducing

the amount of space devoted to

‘letters’ but not the volume of

letters. I would consider reducing

the print size to support 4 columns/-

page. I feel the volume is sufficient

for each issue but that the space

should be reduced.

With respect to the “ads,” I guess

1 might feel that the amount of

space devoted to ‘ads’ should be

reduced and only expanded on an

issue-by-issue basis depending upon

the number (and length) of articles,

stories and additional pictorials

(e.g., set aside a minimum number

of pages for ‘ads’ and then use

remaining ‘ads’ as a buffer and only

on an issue-by-issue basis).

With regards to articles, fictional

and non-fictional stories, and other

text, I will use your list of questions

to reflect my own personal feelings:

“What kind of fiction would you

like to read . . . ?” (seduction of

TV/TS by either males or females.)

“Would you like more fiction and

less photos?” (No! Just the oppo-

site.)

“Would you like more or less sex-

ually oriented fiction?” (it doesn’t

matter — just don’t become gross,

please!)

“More homosexual or heterosex-

ual oriented fiction?” (same answer

as above.)

“More photos from readers?”

(that’s a tough one. I enjoy those

photos which are “classy” and

where the person is really trying to

project the feminine look — what I

have a problem with are (a) cheap,

low-quality photographs, (b) mas-

culine ‘girls’ in their underwear, and

(c) photos that border on tasteless

or just “yucky.”)

“How do you feel about she-

males as opposed to regular trans-

vestites?” (personally, I prefer she-

males. However, as long as the

person is really making an honest

effort to portray their feminine side,

fine! I feel that seeing masculine

“truck drivers” in cheap drag is

almost as gross and tasteless as

close-up photographs of genitals —
please keep the masculine drag

queens out!)

“Videos?” (I’ll pass on this

area . . . .)

In general Kim, “What would 1

like to see more of . . .
?”

I would like to see more helpful

information for us (e.g., “Millie’s

Helpful Hints”).

I would like to see contact infor-

mation (i.e., clubs, organizations,

etc. . . .).

I would like to see a “Dear

Abby” column where we can write

and have questions answered by

someone who is knowledgeable and

with whom TV/TS is a lifestyle. The
column could be short (1 page) with

smaller print (4 cols/page).

I would like to see F.M.I. begin
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sponsoring some events. Perhaps a

“cattle call” (God! how I hate that

term!) to select potential models for

future photo layouts. How about

sponsoring some small local

lectures/seminars. Certainly F.M.I.

should charge a reasonable fee for

attendence (obviously F.M.I., as a

sponsor, is entitled to make a

profit).

I would love to see F.M.I. feature

an Amateur Model of the Month.

Photographers would be encour-

aged to submit a QUALITY photo-

graph of a ‘TV/TS’ (with release

and short ‘bio’) that, if selected,

could be featured on the inside back

cover. This not only introduces new

‘girls’ to the F.M.I. readership but

also features photographers (and

their work) who love to shoot

TV/TSs.

One final note — Linda Lee! I’m

aware that she has moved on to

what will be bigger and better

opportunities for her. I wish her

well. Linda was an absolute wealth

of information and certainly helped

to make F.M.I. even better. Obvi-

ously she is missed and cannot easily

be replaced. . . .

Thanks again to all the

readers that took the time to

write to us and all those who
are still responding. Your

wishes do count and we will

try to include as many of
your ideas and suggestions as

possible. But remember, the

majority rules. If you would

like to write to F. M. /. and

possibly have your letter

published send your words

to: Leoram, P.O.B. 1622,

Studio City, CA 91601

.
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Thanks again to Sally for giving us such golden

and wholesome

fantasies and literature. Our reader

responses were very in favor of

Sally and we know why.

Because she

is such a sweet and
creative gal!

Sally’s Pages

/ was just going through some old

letters I had saved when my friend

Priscilla dropped by. She happened

to pick one out to read that I wish

she hadn’t. I had written it to my
mother some years earlier ....

Dear Mother:

Just a note to thank you and Daddy

for allowing me to go to the prom.

And I’m so thrilled with the petti-

coat that you picked out for me. It’s

so lovely that I almost hate to wear a

dress to cover it all up. But, I guess

the boy that’s taking me might be a

little embarrassed if I didn’t, so

don’t worry, and I’ll send you some

photos of me in my new dress when

I pick it up.

Tell Daddy not to worry. I’ll be a

good girl, and I’ve already told Ken
that he has to have me home by mid-

night. He didn’t like that very

much, and I didn’t want to ruin his

evening, but I explained to him that

I’ve only been a girl for a few

months, and I have so much to learn

about feminine behavior, and after

the things you told me about boys,

well, I don’t want to take any

chances. Poor Ken, He’s so con-

fused. He really doesn’t know what

to think about me. I don’t think he

really believes that I was once a boy,

especially when I’m in a pretty dress

that shows off my bustline. The hor-

mones are really working miracles,

Mother. And he says I’ve got the

best looking legs at school. I just

love it when he tells me things like

that. I can’t wait to have my opera-

tion that will make me a real girl.

Is Daddy feeling a little better

about me now that I’m away at

school. I know that he couldn’t

stand to see me around the house

dressed in skirts and wearing make-

up. I hope by this time he’s accepted

my sex change.

Goodness, Mother, it’s almost

midnight. I’ll close for now and

continue later ....
Mother, I’m so sorry to have

taken so long to get back to this

letter, but so much has happened

lately, and I don’t quite know how
to tell you. But, I guess a daughter

should be able to confide in her

mother . . . please don’t tell

Daddy.

The prom was just heavenly, and

Ken was such a gentleman, well,

until after the prom. Then he drove

us to the usual spot for young

12

couples and we started to neck, and

then he told me he loved me and

gave me a ring! Can you imagine

. . . I’m engaged! Oh, he’s so won-

derful. Well anyway, I thought he

was starting to get awfully fresh,

feeling my legs and breasts, but he

said that was alright to do now that

we were engaged. But then he took

my hand and put it right on his

crotch! I couldn’t believe it, but he

said now that we’re committed, I

was supposed to do things like that,

so I began to massage it, and then he

took the big thing out, and there I

was holding it for him. I hope it was

the right thing to do Mother, because

in the next breath, which was coming

very fast for him, he asked me to

kiss it. I almost fainted. But he was

insistent and began to beg me, so I

just couldn’t refuse him. I just hate

to tell you all the details, but, you

see, I need your guidence. It’s so

confusing being a girl for the first

time.

Well, after getting my lipstick all

over it, it just seemed to slip through

my lips, and I began to suck on it as

he thrust it in and out of me. I

thought the poor boy was going to

go crazy before he finally erupted

FM
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The room was filled with song and dance . .

On my mind, I had romance

I wore a dress of silk and lace . . .

And walked in heels with style, and grace

My hair was curled, my face was painted . .

How I wished to get acquainted

With the man who stood so tall . . .

Would he notice me at all

He held me close, his crotch on fire . . .

I thought I’d faint with my desire

Then I felt his hard erection . . .

My body answered with reflection

He stopped and whispered in my ear . . .

“I’d love to screw your ass off dear”

“Mister, I would love to see . . .

That cock of yours inside of me”

Would he look, would he see . . .

The passion, and the need in me
“But first I must confess to you . . .

That what you see may not be true”

Then I saw him coming near . . .

I felt weak, consumed with fear

“I wear a dress and bra you see . . .

Because a girl I’d like to be”

“Hello Miss, are you alone” . . .

Thrills went through my every bone

“Honey, would you like to dance” . . .

I would have died but for the chance

and I thought he was just never

going to stop.

Mother, I can’t believe that I did

that. Was it alright? Are girls really

supposed to do that to boys. I know
we’re supposed to get screwed by

them all the time, but!! And that’s

another thing. Ken wants to . . .

well, you know. He wants to ... .

Screw me! Mother, I can’t let him

do that to me. . . . Can I? Oh, I’m

so confused.

I just have to stop. I’ll continue

tomorrow!

Mother, he did it. Ken actually

did it. He fucked me!! Oh, I’m so

ashamed. I feel like a little tramp.

But he insisted that it’s alright now
that we’re going to be man and wife.

He says it’s a man’s prerogative to

screw his intended anytime he feels

like it. Mother, I think he feels like

it all the time. Golly, I feel like I

have two of them what with my
own, and with his in me continually.

Oh, I feel like such a helpless little

thing. But, I guess that’s just a girl’s

role in life. Mother, please hurry

and write, and let me know what

you think of me.

Your loving daughter,

Sally
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“But I’ve a penis not a cunt . . .

With you, I want to be up front”

He answered with a look so black . . .

I wanted to fall through a crack

“I can't believe that you're a guy . . .

You look so feminine and shy”

I swirled my skirt, and tossed a curl . . .

To prove that I was like a girl

I knew that he could not resist . . .

A flirty, silken little twist

“Alright honey, let’s go see . . .

If you can make sweet love to me”

He took me to a lovely place . . .

Stripped me to my silks and lace

I offered legs and breasts to feel . . .

Then he ordered me to kneel

He took it out, I was in shock . . .

It was so big, and like a rock

I opened wide to take it all . . .

“Make me cum, you bogus doll"

I kissed the head as in it went . . .

And sucked and sucked til it was spent

I savored every precious drop . . .

Of cum, that never seemed to stop

I then gazed up girlish and coy . . .

To see his face alive with joy

“Honey, did I make the grade . . .

I wouldn’t want our love to fade”

“Again tomorrow night, my Dove . . .

Real or not, it’s you I love”



Ifyou wish to write to Kim and possibly have your letter published, sendyour correspondence to Kim Christy, F. M. I. ,

POB 1622, Studio City, CA 91604. Ifyou send photographs, please write that you are over eighteen on the back of

each photo and sign your name as well. All tetters and photos received become property of F.M.I. and will not be

returned. They are all considered for unconditional publication unless otherwise specified by the sender.

Commuter Fantasy

Dear Kim,

I am Tracy, a 32-year-old TV
from Honolulu. I like going out

shopping or walking around in

dresses or skirts. For many years I

rode a bus every morning to an

office job downtown. About four

years ago I decided to use a

vacation day to make this trip

in drag. After having acted on it I

had a potent series of images to

use in fantasy.

Starting with the night before,

I’d see a picture of myself shaving

my legs and doing my nails. I’d go

to bed early and set my alarm for

5:00 a.m. I wake up in the cool

darkness of pre-dawn, shake

myself out of bed for a close shave

and morning ablutions. It’s now
5:30 and I rest in bed till 5:55 to

let my face breath a little after

shaving. Next, I’m looking in my
bathroom mirror doing each step

and coloration of eye shadow,

liner, mascara. It’s 6:15. I move

on to my face; my base and block

out, powder and rouge. I’m

beginning to get feelings of

anticipation. On go the eyelashes.

Get ’em right. Okay. Almost 7:00

and got to rush. Get my wig. Give

it a quick brush. On it goes, lined

up and attach. I’m her now. Into

my bedroom where my clothes are

laid out. Panties on, bra, breasts,

a look in the mirror to get the

nipples of my falsies in the right

place. It’s 7:10 and I feel a

community of purpose with the
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women all over town who are

dressing hurriedly to get to work

by 8:00. My stockings are on . . .

my heels ... 1 look at myself in

the full-length mirror as I put on

my slip. Now back to the

bathroom to put on my lipstick. I

can smell it and feel it and taste it.

A little perfume goes on and

quickly back to my bedroom I go

for my dress. I’m buttoning up the

back. It’s almost 7:20. I’m feeling

a sense of completeness and

euphoria as I belt my dress and

head to the livingroom. A quick

check in the mirror then grab my
earrings and purse and I’m

through the door into the pretty

light, and long shadows of the

early morning.

I am now on the sidewalk

walking towards the bus stop

where I can see people gathering.

Nicely dressed young women are

walking across the street and up

ahead. I can hear the clicking of

my heels on the pavement. As 1

pass parked cars, I glance at my
reflection in their windows. It’s

cool and nice, perfect weather. I’m

fumbling with my earrings.

Nevermind, I can put them on

when I stop walking.

The bus is there. People are

moving in. I stop at the edge, get

my earrings on and step into the

bus. I’m squeezed in, hanging onto

a pole, trying to blend.

The trip is uneventful. I get off

at a popular stop, but this is

generally the end of the fantasy (if

I haven’t ended it earlier). The
j

reality from this point is wandering

about downtown, doing some

shopping, and maybe using the

ladies’ room in an office building.

Then I might take a bus to the

shopping mall and go through the

things I do in my weekend

excursions or I might go home.

The breakoff here is that the girls

with whom I’m involved in a

shared experience commuting
all have jobs to go to when they

get off the bus and I don’t.

This situation led to the fantasy

of going to work in drag. Our

annual Halloween dress up day

seemed to be a possibility.

However, problems arose in my

j-wf

mind of how well 1 would last

through the day as far as passing

on the way home after my beard

had had twelve hours of growth. I

also worried about clients. These

doubts may not have been valid,

but I generally side with caution

and let Halloween 1984 go by

without a drag appearance at the

office.

“/ was ready to

go to our Office

Halloween party

in drag. ”

By 1985, with a greater degree

of determination and a year to

plan, I was ready to go to our

Halloween party in drag. I

compromised by getting the

morning off so that I could come
in at 1:00 when the office would

be closed to the public and the

party would begin. I also wore a

different wig, so that my
co-workers would not recognize me
if they saw me at some later date

in my regular wig. This wig was

long, light brown, with big wavey

curls. I told no one of my plan so

that I could pass at initial contact.

Although moving up my arrival

time from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

divorced this plan from my
commuter fantasy, I did have the

asset of complete confidence in

what I was going to do. I wore a

black skirted suit, beige hose and

black pumps . . . the perfect

businesswoman.

I was whistled at from some

guys in a pickup truck while

waiting for the bus. This was old

news to me, but amused the girls

at work no end when I later

related it. I arrived downtown
early, killed some time at a store,

and headed for my office so as to

arrive just before they locked the
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public entrance. Entering the

building, I walked by my boss who
rolled his eyes in such a way as to

indicate recognition. This

displeased me, but did not deter

me. The look of recognition on my
face and his expectation that I was

planning something for that day

probably caused this.

Up the elevator into the

reception room. I fooled the

receptionist. She was asking, “Can
I help you? Are you here to see

someone?” When I started pulling

out a business card she finally

caught on, and said, “Oh, Wow!
Neato!” and stuff like that. She

told me to go into the back room
through the private entrance to

surprise the girl working back

there. This one didn’t have a clue.

After about two minutes I

mercifully ended her frantic

guessing by speaking my name,

and she said let’s get somebody

else. So I went back to the

reception room and the

receptionist put in action her plan

to set up one of the other girls in

the office. She told this girl that

I was a particularly argumentative

client whom she had spoken to in

the morning, but never met.

I waited with my now two

co-conspirators for several

minutes, I could just see our poor

victim in my minds eye, gathering

her thoughts, review the file and

bitching to anyone who would

listen about the witch she had to

go out and talk to just at closing

time. Little did she know, but soon

she appeared and asked the usual

questions as to why I had come in,

etc., to which I remained mute.

She stepped closer and I revealed

myself with a characteristic

gesture. This led to being hit with

the client file amid raucous

laughter. The girl wasn’t mad.

Everyone had a good time and I

felt this was the time to stop the

practical jokes and go into the

party. My boss came back and

took pictures and it was a good

time

I left that job last May and

started electrolysis on my beard.

I’m pleased with the way it has

gone despite the cost of circa

FM I



$4500.00 to date. Since most of the

work was done with a local

anesthetic, the pain was much less

than I anticipated. My face is very

soft without subsurface stubble

that made it hard and although I

still have some follow-up sessions,

it’s hard to find hairs on my face

without a very close inspection.

The advantages are numerous. I

never have to shave, a time-

consuming and irritating process. I

don’t need to put on special

makeup to cover up my beard; or

any face makeup for that matter. I

don’t worry about “five o’clock

shadow.” Less makeup means a

more natural look and calls less

attention to my face.

I suppose I’ve rambled on now
long enough. You may print any

part of the contents of this

correspondance that you feel is of

general interest.

Aloha,

Tracy

P.S. In regards to the close-up

photo, we covered the flash with a

blue tissue paper that created a

muted effect and allowed for a

better presentation of the eyes.

Those who use an instamatic may
wish to try this technique if their

eyes are coming out like little

red/brown suns.

Dear Tracy,

What a marvelous woman you

make! I can see how anybody

would be fooled. Your fantasy is

very special for me. I related to

your phrase offeeling in

community with the other women
who were also getting up and

doing the same ritual. Thank god

for Halloween or we might not

ever get to show the world a

wonderful side of ourselves.

Keep dressing,

Kim

Boutique Balling

Dear Kim,

It has been a long time since I’ve

written to you and I thought you
might like to hear another one of

my more recent experiences as a

lady.

I have recently found a boutique

in my area that will cater to

crossdressers. I went in one day
and the lady who I’ll call Lana had
a beautiful two-piece chiffon outfit

with a slip and camisole and tap

pants to go with it. I had gone

there before it was opening time

because that is how she has the

“ Then she

dropped to her

knees and started

to push my skirt

up. ”

crossdressers come in, and she told

me to go and try it on. When I

came out of the dressing room,

was I in for a surprise. There she

was with another beautiful lady

who was about 25, both of them

were in lacy garter belts and hose

and wigs and one had on a strap-

on dildo. They both smiled at me
and said that out of all the TVs
that come in, they had been

watching me, waiting for the

opportunity to have some fun with

me. Well, I didn’t argue with them

as they were both very pretty.

The youngest of the two came

over to me and gave me a big full

kiss and started feeling my ass,

then she dropped to her knees and

started to push my skirt up, and

was thrilled to find I also had on a

garter belt and hose. As she

lowered my panties and started to

give me head, Lana dropped

behind her and started eating.

Then after a few minutes of this,

she started fucking her with the

dildo. This went on for about

10 minutes and Lana asked if I
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would like it to be my turn. Well,

I was so hot by this time they

could have done anything they

wanted to me. Then Cathy said she

wanted me in her while I was

getting reamed out, so she bent

over the counter and guided me
into her as Lana was preparing my
ass for the best fuck I have ever

had. We stayed together for what

seemed like hours and enjoyed

each other every way possible.

I fucked the two of them in

every opening they had before we
were done. It was past time for the

store to open and we were still

going at it, when we heard

someone at the door. We all

looked up and there stood a lady

who looked like she had just

walked off a magazine cover.

When she asked what was going

on, she had a big smile on her face

and asked to come in and join the

party. We let her in and decided

we had better hang something over

the door to be safe.

Cathy and I started playing with

Lisa and undressing her, she had

the nicest 38C breast that I have

ever seen, no sag at all. Cathy and

I had one hell of a feast. Then I

thought I would have some of her

pussy. Boy, was I in for a surprise

when I lowered her panties. She

had the nicest little dick I have

run into. By this time, Lana had

gotten back to us and had the

surprise of her life for she had

known Lisa about 8 years and

never knew she was a TV.

I was on my knees in front of

Lisa and enjoying the 4-inch dick I

had in my mouth while Cathy was

still on her breast and Lana was

greasing the dildo up for some
more hot action in Lisa’s ass. All

of us took turns on Lisa and she

couldn’t get enough of what we
were giving her, in either the

sucking or fucking department.

She had my 9-inches down her

throat and the dildo up her ass

while Cathy was giving her head.

We finally stopped after about two

hours and straightened out our

makeup and got dressed. As we
were walking out the door, Lisa

invited me to her house to use her
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hot tub and relax for awhile.

On the way to the house, I

couldn’t get over how beautiful

Lisa was and how 1 would like to

be able to have her as a permanent

lover.

When we arrived at her place, as

soon as we got in the door, Lisa

stripped to her bra and garter belt

and told me she had to have some

more of me. Well, I didn’t argue

and stripped down to my bra and

garter belt also.

She slid my panties aside and

took my dick and balls into her

mouth at the same time, that was a

real thrill because I had never had

anyone who could do that before.

We played and fucked for the rest

of the afternoon and tried on

different outfits.

I finally asked her how long she

had been dressing. She said her

father ran way and her mother

always wanted a daughter so she

started dressing her as a girl in all

the lacy little girl clothes. Then as

she got older she arranged for her

to be put on hormones to develop

the daughter she wanted. She said

between her mother and her

mother’s friends who knew about

it, she was taken care of very well

and taught all there was to know
about being a lady, and at times

when her mother and her friends

would have a party they would

have her dress as the maid and

service them which she got to

enjoy both worlds at the same

time. She was never allowed to

wear pantyhose so she got to

where she loved garter belts and

hose and must have had about 60

of them in all colors and styles.

As we were talking, her mother

and a friend came in and one was

just as good-looking as the other

and the party started all over

again, but that’s another story.

I hoped we could have a good

relation, but Lisa has moved, and

I don’t know where she has moved
to, so all I have is the memory and

some outfits she gave me to

remind me of her.

I hope you can use this in your

great magazine. The models you

are using are prettier every time.

Keep up the good work.

I also would like to do some
pictures for you but I don’t have

anyone to take them for me and I

don’t get to the L.A. area. Maybe
you could give me some
suggestions.

All my love,

Paula

‘
‘She loved garter

belts and hose

and must have

had about sixty

of them. ”

Paula, darling,

You certainly do keep yourself

busy! What a marvelous story.

/ think / can safely say that our

readers will enjoy that. As for how
to get your picture taken, the only

thing I can advise is to put an ad
in our personal section. It’s

worked for others, why not give it

a try?

Best,

Kim

Experimenting

Dear Kim,

Just received F.M.I. Vol. 18 #1,

and enjoy your beauty. Oh, to be

like you. Well, I can dream,

can’t I?

I am 52-years, white, 5’ 11”, 165

I call myself Patricia Sharpe. I’m

half out of the closet due to my
work & marital status. For 30

years I was a TV and dressed

whenever 1 got a chance. Hired a

room in a hotel & dressed & made
up to my heart’s content.
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Last year, I decided I wanted to

be more feminine. I started to lool

for a doctor, hospital, etc. & to

my surprise, I found a doctor who
offered me a free consultation in

reference to becoming a female.

I went to his office & after a

i/2 -hour talk (I was wearing a

stuffed bra, panties, silk stockings,

which he saw as he examined me),

he said, “OK, Patricia, I’ll start

you on hormone treatment & pills

and we’ll see how it goes.”

Needless to say, I was scared to

take the shot but decided, “I’m

here, so let’s go.” I went every

week for my shot & took pills

every day & a change came over

me. In about 4 months, my nipples

were twice the size they were & my
breasts began developing. Soon,

the hair on my body stopped

growing. My beard has gotten

much lighter. I no longer ejaculate

& my testes & penis are getting

smaller every day. I am very

emotional but enjoy a feeling of

feminity I never knew before.

I find myself walking & swaying

like a female. I also think

differently about things.

Although she doesn’t know, my
wife is beginning to notice my
breasts & how my hair is more
softer & fuller. What will I do

when my secret is out, I don’t

know. But I'm enjoying the change

in my body.

If I turn out half as beautiful as

you, Kim, I’ll be in paradise. Hope
you print my letter.

Love,

Patricia Sharpe

Dear Patricia,

Far be it from me to lecture my
readers, and please understand that

these comments come from
concern, not judgement. Although

/ am always delighted to hear of
readers who have profound and
satisfying experiences in their

feminine realm, I am often

distressed when I see a basic tack

of care for those people who
surround us. I am all for

femininity, but if you cannot be

F M I



upfront with your wife about your

transformation then you had better

think twice about continuing your

use of hormones. I cannot believe

that a responsible doctor would

encourage the covert use of

hormones in this situation.

Yes, our bodies are our own,

but when we are married or even

in committed relationships we owe

it to our mates to share these

events with them. If you are not

willing to face the consequences of

these conditions then you have no

business doing so.

There is a very gray area

between the man who crossdresses

for fun and relaxation and keeps it

a private pastime and those whose

obsession leads to ruin. Many
wives would not understand. There

is no need to selfishly hurt

someone who need not know. At

the same time when you take

hormones you are crossing out of

that gray area into danger. It's

simply thoughtless not to consider

the ramifications your actions

might have on your loved ones.

If there seems to be no other

choice for you than to take

hormones, let your mate know

first and suffer the consequences.

Unfortunately for some, you can’t

have your cake and eat it too. But

to think that you can take

hormones on the sly and not take

your mate into your confidence is

unrealistic.
| $fjL% \ | | g «' (,|jM

Please write back and tel! me
how it goes no matter what you

decide to do for my care for you is

not conditional.

their male genitals . . . and to me

that would be absolutely fantastic

and terribly exciting if the models

are actually TVs with the

incredible feminine features

(gorgeous breasts) and fine

detailed work (long nails, soft silky

skin, etc.)- 1 can understand if you

are reluctant to display your

genitals but I am a bit confused

. . . are you still a male or do you

now have female genitals? I would

love to have a picture of you . . .

can you accommodate?? Kindly

advise the price please ....

Thank you,

Paul

a

“/ would love to

see the activity of

a drag ball, I’ve

never had the

nerve to attend

one.
9 9
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Best,

Kim / r .or
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A Question of
Gender
Dear Kim:

I am a first time reader of

F.M.I. (and some of the models

really do not appear to be

transvestites but transsexuals.

Please advise if they are all either

one or the other . . .) It is my
understanding that TVs still have

I

P.S. It would be simplv mind-

boggling if you were still a male

and appeared to be a dominant

female . . .
(Dominatrix) . . .

fantastic!!

Are She-males the new unique

sex symbols of the eighties

( + nineties)? Is this a fairly new

phenomenon? Or is it just a very

limited fad?

n X)
Paul, darling . . .

Just read the caption on the

bottom of every cover of our

magazine and that should answer

your questions. Once and a while

we will have photos of women in

the magazine, but most likely you

will see a gorgeous creature next to

them who is not.

All our feature models are, of

course, men and still possess the

proper genitals.

As for me? Lets just say that I

have a loooong resume that fulfills

the job description of Editorix of

Female Mimics International.

Thanks for asking,

Kim

Incognito

VO

Dear Kim,

Hi honey, hope you are fine,

I know you are always gorgeous! I

just had to comment on the F.M.I.

video which I did enjoy, especially

Stevie, she is so pretty and such

gorgeous legs! I’m certain we

would all like to see her again!

I was bitterly disappointed in that

all we saw of you, my love, was a

hot cigarette and the very sexy

stiletto heels. I had expected you

would be doing the interview a’la

Barbara Walters — crossed nylon-

sheathed legs and a big smile.

Actually, the thought of seeing you

and the format was the reason I

purchased the video.

I tend to agree with a number of

your readers, in that I would love

to see the activity, etc. of a “Drag

Ball.” I’ve never had the nerve to

attend one.

While I still consider myself

your #1 admirer, I would still like

to see China Kitty, Jennifer

Thomas, Shannon O’Connor and

I’d still like to see Summer act like

a girl in a video, even if she only

modeled clothes, etc. Of course I

still believe that Heather

Fontaine’s video is one of the very

best, even though all she did was

pose and talk, it is also just about

the sexiest video of them all, even

without any sex in it.

Of course, I also love your

standbys, Dana Douglas, Serena,

Morelle (She-male Whorehouse).

Unfortunately in Mardi Gras

Passion, I really do not know who

are She-males, whether all the girls

are She-males or what. It does

make a difference. I believe the

cover should so advise or perhaps

the credits. Perhaps I am just

f
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stupid.

By the way, I stumbled across

Stevie in the Sally Jessie Raphael

show by accident, it was too late

to tape it. Anyway, my dear, let us

have more of Stevie, Kitty,

Jennifer Thomas, Shannon

O’Connor, Morelle, and Michelle

(Art of Femininity IT) and how
about gorgeous Kim!

Love,

John

Dear John,

Thank you once again for all the

lovely words. Stevie is a doll and
we plan to use her again in our

Transvestite Adventure Series.

Summer does tend towards the

imperious, doesn 7 she.

I know that some of you were

disappointed by my fragmentary

appearance in the video, but ifyou
knew how long it took Tina to

convince me to do as much as I

did . . . .

Hopefully I’ll shed these few
extra pounds and show my face

again soon.

turns

9 years now and we have 2

wonderful children. Recently, we

separated. Although we do love

each other, and our kids, it seems

she can’t accept my TVism. It’s an

age-old story, but one that goes on

and on. A lesson folks:

A relationship with a crossdresser,

must integrate that crossdressing to

both party’s satisfaction.

Since my separation, I have

become quite proficient at dressing

as a female. Actually, since

I joined a TV club 2 years ago,

that is about how long it’s taken to

become proficient. The City of

Lakes Crossdressers Club (CLCC)
welcomed me with open arms

when they were a fledgling group,

and we have grown to be over

W/r,

if};

Love,

Kim foot Js«»

Crossdressers Club

Dear Kim:

Having been a loyal fan of

F.M.I. for years now, I thought it

about time to write you with my
story. You see, F.M.I.

,
through its

great articles, ads of TVs & letter

section, gets part of the credit for

my coming out of the closet.

Before I forget, I will tell you

that my name is Marla. Although

I am 6 feet tall and quite

masculine (as a male), I feel I can

portray myself quite well as a

female. Hopefully, my photos bear

this out.

I have been a TV now for about

20 years, and though I tried to

fight it during my teen-hood, I lost

the battle (thankfully). At 21,

I met the woman I would

eventually marry. I told her of my
crossdressing, and she seemed to

accept it. We’ve been married
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100 members strong (based in

Mpls., MN. Contact me if

interested).

Recently, at a club meeting,

I met another attractive TV. We
got to gabbing about clothing,

make-up, and other TV interests,

and before too long we went to my
car to take a nice drive in the

country. We hadn’t even started

the car before we were gabbing

again. She told me that she was

quite attracted to me, and as I

gazed into her lovely eyes, I leaned

over and kissed her passionately.

Letting the woman in me take

over, I slid my hand up her nylon-

clad thighs and into her panties.

I grabbed her throbbing manhood

and started stroking slowly. She, in

turn, pulled down my panties and

hose and did the same. This blew

my mind. I never thought I was

“queer” per se, but here I was

stroking another man’s cock, and

loving it. Soon she asked me if she

could give me head. I groaned my
approval, and her lips were

instantly around my rock-hard

maleness. I imagined I was a

woman having her pussy eaten,

and my rod grew another inch.

When she begged me to come,

I obliged. The ensuing orgasm was

unlike any I had ever had. My
whole body shook as I exploded

into her mouth. After we were

done, 1 leaned back with my eyes

closed. I was feeling a bit guilty
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about what had just happened, but

1 knew I would get over it. When
I opened my eyes, “Joannie” was

gone. All that remained were a

couple of fake fingernails and the

scent of her perfume. I pulled up

my panties, hose and re-adjusted

my mini-skirt. After tidying up

some of my smeared make-up,

I went back to the meeting/party.

“Joannie” was nowhere to be

seen, so I figured she left.

At this point, I took leave also.

But I left with knowledge that

I had satisfied and been satisfied.

I also was quite sure that mv
encounter with “Joannie” would

lead to other such encounters with

people like me. I will keep you

posted.

from your fan i . . ,

Marla

Dear Marla,

Well, I guess you have opened

Pandora’s box, so to speak. I am
glad to hear that you enjoyed

yourself and don’t let anyone stick

a label on you that you don 7

want. But, do let me remind you
about safe sex and also that you
can continue to explore all the

avenues ofyour sexual and gender

life with gusto and glee and still

stay safe.

Best,

Kim

FM I



The Sun Goddess, La Rey, opened her bash

with a brilliant display offlash and glam at

the Universal Ball. Now in it’s 19th year, the

show was held at the bigger, more centrally

located Palladium. La Rey gathered a wide

selection of previous kings, queens and

royalty to participate in an opening

extravaganza of celestial proportions.

IINIVFRSAL

BALL
At left: Lina Del Rio, former Queen of the Universe

heads up the opening extravaganza. Below: King

Michael gives one last show stopping number clad in

FMl



At right: Contestant HI 1, Maracella, representing

Argentina was a cool white-blonde vision in acid

green. Below left: Pamela Joy, Queen of the Universe

in 1987, shimmers in head-to-toe gold lame in the

celestial opening number.

Ifyou would like to see more of these stunning

beauties and hunks turn to our catalog section to see

our first-time offer of the Queen of the Universe

video tape.
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On page 22 (as far as we know) clockwise from far

left top: The well-pumped Ray Acosta. Jasmine

representing France. Surf’s up! The stauesque Dana

Douglas. Rex, the aptly named winner of the male

portion of the contest. Anaee, well-known royalty and

entertainer.

This page (23): A showstopper. The very hunky Lee,

representing Texas. Randy Wendelin the first

contestant to compete in both the male and female
categories. The attractively awkward Jack Thomas.

Our personal favorite, Rhonda Lee Ashton. A
sensational glass dress that made the most seductive

sounds while in motion.
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Opposite page, far left: Toni Colleen representing Egypt. Near left top:

Pink pink, (and below) even more pink! Bottom left on this page:

Vannesa Santoni bravely accepting a trophy in one of the most beautiful

red dresses we’ve ever seen. This dress alone is worth

the price of the video. At right: Michael and Lina

S Ip
j

H

take a final walk as King and Queen of the Universe.

Ijjgf
Below right: The new winners of King and Queen of

S IJjf _ the Universe for 1989, Rex and Chique.
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warn

If dominant she-male bitches forcing cute

guys to worship their feet in the extreme is

an interesting thought to you , then this new
video, High Heel Slave, ” will be the perfect
entertainment for you.

Angel, a ravishing she-creature who has
also starred in numerous Kim Christy

features, is the cigarette smoking customer in

the ultimate shoe salon. Our mild-mannered
shoe salesman is awed and overpowered by
her. He is reduced to a groveling state by her
incessant demands. She orders him to try on
shoe after shoe on her, demanding that he
buckle each buckle, zip each zipper, and
snap each snap.





Suddenly Angel lashes out in anger when
the hapless salesman snags her nylons. She
demands a replacement pair and insists that

he put them on her legs. When he becomes
hopelessly flustered, Angel takes total

control and humiliates him totally with her

feet, stockings and shoes. He is forced onto

all fours on the floor as Angel explores his

body with her shod feet, digging her spike

heel between the cheeks of his ass. She

finally ends up clad in a pair of thigh-high,

patent leather, sharply spiked boots. Her
voluminous breasts are proudly exposed and
our salesman finds his total shame and
degradation.



PItf ¥ Personal

ADSFemale Mimics
International

ABOVE AVERAGE LOOKING TRANSVESTIVE
with shapely hairless buttocks especially en-

joys receiving deep greek and being a Ixxk slut

lor well hung affectionate men who like to

Ixxk Prefer guys who wear skirts and have the

delicate tender touch but adore all who have

the proper equipment. Am practicing safe

sexual techniques and will meet all who will

wear and promise not to intentionally break

the condom wtiile in the act. I believe cleanli-

ness is next to godliness and promise you a

clean pink butthole with no surprises. Your

fiardon or bottoms-up photo in return tor mine.

Will trade photos and travel for the right some-

one. Please write. Your pleasure is my plea-

sure. Love S thanks for listening, Baby Darling.

P S Have (2) pretty girlfriends who enjoy male
K lesbian relationship!; and can sometimes tie

persuaded to participate. I hey are also into

healthy sex. F581

SINGLE B/Bi/M, in 30's wishes to meet a black

TV/TS for relationship and good times. Must
pass in public. All answered who reply with

photo and phone. F-574

ATTRACTIVE TV, 29, wishes photo/letter cor-

respondence with others who enjoy feminine

attire from head to toe. I love tight dresses,

spiked heels, hose, make-up. Well, let’s just

say ‘the works’. I’m not gay, just foxy and
luscious! Write to Michelle. F575

SAN FRANCISCO, CA., TV, 39 yrs., 5’11” tall,

would like dates and nights out on the town.

Also would like to meet other TV/TSs. Love,

Marilyn. F-576

F-575 F-576

6 FT, Bi/TV IN HEAT! I’ve been crossdressing

since teens! Love stockings & garters, heels,

bras, make-up & all feminine things! Have long

shapely legs to caress! Bedroom eyes to hyp-

notize! Love to correspond & meet TVs, TSs,

FIs, and sisters! Can entertain or travel within

reason. Will answer all w/SASE! Photo/phone
if possible! Lustfully, Celeste. F-577

WARM, SINCERE, ATTRACTIVE TV living in

So. Cal. wishes to meet and correspond with

other TVs, TSs, and understanding females. I

love all things feminine. For discreet lasting

friendship send photo, and phone if possible.

Love, Anita. F578 F-578

MO. — ST. CHARLES COUNTY — Sensitive

caring, DWM, TV, 40's, safe, nudist, Bi-curious,

would like to meet understanding women, TVs,

singles and couples for mutual friendship and
sensuous fun. Can travel or entertain. Photo

nice, but not necessary. Prefer phone number.

Karen Michelle. F-579

F-584

HANDSOME BLACK SUCCESSFUL PROFES-
sional male. I am seeking an intelligent, sensi-

tive, clean and cultured TV or TS any national-

ity, age 18-40, however, I do prefer Hispanic or

Asian for fun & a real relationship. Must be
able to pass in public and at work. So let’s get
together for a nice jazz concert or an intimate
conversation over dinner? Or. maybe just a
ride in the country with the top down. Who
says it can’t happen this way? Photos & phone
a must. (No weirdos please!) F-582

CENTRAL CAL. ATTR. WM 30 seeks TV/TS for

fun times and mutual fulfillment. Photo, SASE.
F-583

DALLAS PREOPTS would like to meet TS, TV,

female, couple, or groups for fun and friend-

ship. Also would like to start a support group.
Into all the arts. You name it. Unshockable.
Can travel some. Will answer all. F-584



TV LIVING IN HONOLULU. Would like to corre-

spond, meet and/or trade T V. videos and mag-
azines with others with the same interest. I'm

sorry but I’m NOT interested in men or hairy

queens. I do fantasize about giving another TV
sensous ‘head’. Please write if you're a pass-
able TV and include photo. Aloha, Linda. F-585

ROME, N Y. Tall, 185 lb. crossdresser, 43, into

garterbelts, nylons, heels, etc. Seeks under-
standing women, or she-male for permanent
relationship. Must love to wear garterbelts,

heels, nylons, etc. Photo please. Love, Julie.

P.S. I am clean, safe, and sincere. Expect the
same. F-587

S/W, TV, SUBMISSIVE, seeks change
to total female. Will be loyal maid/slave, wife

for the right chance to serve as a lady. Have
large wardrobe and female needs. Must
relocate and get hormones & electrolysis.

Must be a generous & understanding person in

exchange for my loyal love & body. Age 36.

Size 12. F-592

TWO SEXY TVs want to meet and write other

TVs, and females only. Looking to share dress-

ing, makeup tips, photo sessions, girl talk, and

fantasies with sincere only. Love to help

beginners. Must be clean, sincere, friendly.

Too far away, let’s write and be friends. All

answered with photo. F-593

VERY EFFEMINATE WHITE TV, sissified,

girlish, submissive. Would love corre-

spondence with similar types anywhere. Have
slender, supple, hair-free body. Always wear

silky panties, sheer stockings, etc., etc. Simply

adore pretty lingerie, loungewear, etc. Love the

utter sensuosity of our lifestyle. Let’s

exchange thoughts, experiences. Love,

Chrissie. F-594

ORIENTAL TV. Wish to correspond, exchange
photos and meet with TV/TS, women, couples
and men that enjoy the company of a submis-
sive TV. Please be clean and discreet. Will
answer all with SASE. F-588

HANDSOME, MASCULINE, SINGLE, W/M, 26,

(see photo). Seeks attractive pre/post opera-
tion feminine transexual, TV or she-male to

make this first time experience a fantasy come
true. I have always been interested in TVs, she-
males, and transexuals and am looking for a
possible relationship. Clean, discreet, athleti-

cally active, executive who travels nationally.

Please send photo with S.A.S.E. F-590

BLK, ATTRACTIVE-LOOKING TV (age 28) Semi-
closet like to meet or correspond with other

TV/TS or men who aren’t sure of their identity!

Will answer all, photos will get fast reply!

For relationship I would love to be a wealthy
man’s Mistress or baby doll! Could use help

financially but not a main concern! Please send
photo & letter of interest! Love, Shana. F-595

FEMALE MIMICS
INTERNATIONAL

TACOMA/SEATTLE AREA HETRO TV who
loves to be fully and femininely dressed would
love to swap photos, experiences and
fantasies and possibly meet. No Bi, gay, or

pain, but bondage is fine. Do travel a little to

St. Louis area and east coast. Discretion

desired and assured. Helen. F-597

SAA/ TV FROM CHAMPAIGN, IL. seeking
understanding males for friendship, fun,

possible relationship. Prefer tall (6’5” & up),

husky (240 & up), but all will be answered. Also

seek TV sisters for makeup & dressing help.

Understanding women also welcome. Write to

Dawn. F-598

SINGLE WHITE MALE, 5’6”, would like to cor-

respond with ladies; looking for help in

becoming a woman. Would like a sympathetic
female who could provide me with feminizing

hormones. My dream is to feel like a woman.
Will you please write soon? Include phone
photo. Love, Bobbie. F-599

SWM, 30, 6'2”, 190 lbs., SEEKS MEETINGS or

correspondence with pre- or post-op TS or

select TVs. Self-employed, I travel entire U.S.

Live-in or lifemate possible. Will reply to all

with photo, detailed letter. Love, B.R. F-600

HANDSOME MANLY HUNK appreciates a
great face or body. Seeks she-males interested
in manly-type men w/muscles, hairy chest, and
very hard and thick big cock to play with. Pos-
sible correspondence and photo exchange. I’m
very experienced and comfortable with TV/TSs.
Am 6 2’, 195, 9”. L.A./S.D. or anywhere.
Possible marriage. I am what dreams are made
of. Age/race open. F-591

F-590

F-597 F-598

SENSUOUS, HETERO MALE, would love loving

relationship with passable TV or TS. I’m white,

single, waiting to be changed to Bi, 6’4", brown
hair, 240 lbs., hugely endowed, own busi-

nesses in So.Cal. and Vegas, 50 years young,
look about 40 to 45. I’m very big all over,

very oral all over, very sexual all over.

Photo and phone would help, distance from

Vegas is immaterial as long as you can get to

an airport. F-601

HAWAII TV, 32, 57”, 130 lbs. I enjoy sharing

fantasies, male or female. Into health and fit-

ness as a way of life. Love to dance, aerobic,

erotic. Some modeling. Love to exchange
photos, VHS, Beta, and perhaps meet you here

in paradise. Let's dance. JoAhne. F-602

F-588



L.A. AREA TV would love to meet similar lonely
belladonnas. I am a girlish 24, 5’9" and 135 lbs.

I love romantically lacy dresses with a
sensuously slim body inside. Want
companionship and good times. Virgin to this

type of fun and games. Want to come out into
the world and enjoy myself. Love, Laura. F-604

FEMALE MIMICS
INTERNATIONAL

PRETTY TS PASSES EASILY as a young Cali-

fornia girl. Small frame (5’6") with delicate
features. I would love to correspond with other
young “girls" who pass easily. Particularly

those who live and work as women on a full-

time basis. I would also like to hear from
understanding young women who would like

to correspond with a girl with a penis. Photo a
must. Love, Stephanie. F-606

MY NAME IS LEE. Looking for females to

dress me as a female. Phone please. F-607

F-606

EDM. ALTA., SUBMISSIVE MALE TV into all.

B&D, S&M, etc. Seeking anyone, or any person
or org. who can help me in having a complete
sex change operation, hormones, etc., and
make me into a complete female. I am willing
to do anything for anyone to have a complete
sex change. Send info and details, etc. F-609

DOMINANT COUPLES OR LADIES nationwide.
I want to be a sissy live-in housegirl/sex slave.
Feminize me to where I can’t pass as male.
Into bare-bottom hand spankings, petticoat
punishment, French maid uniforms, French to
completion. When done with my training, I will

have hair below my waist, big breasts, etc. Will
answer all with detailed letter explaining what
will be done to me. Age and race unimportant,
but must be disease-free and able to prove it.

Can relocate at own expense. Full-length nude
photo appreciated, but not necessary. F-610

MY NAME IS MICHELLE. I'm a TV from the
state of Washington. I’d like to hear from TVs,
TSs, and ladies. Please send SASE and photo/
phone number to me. Also nice gentleman,
please. Willing to relocate in California. Love,
Michelle. F-611

BEAUTIFUL, PROVOCATIVE TRANSSEXUAL
Mistress (former NYC model) seeking devoted
indulgent admirer. I’m very demanding and
expect to be worshiped lavishly. Only a gen-
erous explicit reply will receive my seductive
letter and photo. Mistress Debbie. F-612

WM, CLOSET TV, relocating to Twin Cities
spring ’88. Looking for that special female, TS,
or she-male to lead me through complete
transformation and transition. Objective; full-

time feminity and long-term lesbian relation-
ship. No men or heavy domination, please,
SASE. F-613

F-612

FEMALE MIMICS
INTERNATIONAL

Hi! I'm Randi and I am a very versatile Bi-TV
who enjoys many things. I would love to hear
from and meet with other sexy TVs, females,
and possibly some select males for exploring
each other’s thoughts and ideas. I am very

clean and discreet and appreciate the same.
Please send a photo and a SASE so we can
start sharing some fun times. F-615

TV, 26, TALL, SLIM, SEXY, seeks like-minded
friends for correspondence, photos, mutual
support, meetings. Have always desired
permanent domestic relationship with man or

couple & talented at all feminine tasks and
joys. Will relocate for serious, stable situation.

Let’s hear it for our exotic approach to life.

Daphne. F-616

NJ (MONMOUTH COUNTY) NOVICE TV, 35,

seeks sincere TV or female partner for a
lasting relationship. White, 5’6”, 135 lbs., non-
smoker, no drugs, absolutely clean, absolutely
discrete. Phone number helpful. Will answer
all. Love, Paulette. F-608

F-607

F-615 F-616



F-617 F-619

OHIO N.W, FOXY BLOND DRAG QUEEN,
wishes to meet black males only. 30 and older.

Very clean & discreet. Will entertain my home.
Love, Bonnie. F-617

PORTLAND/NORTHWEST TV, 20’s, seeks TV/-
TS/FIs to explain facts of life. A virgin, my
interests include French, Greek (safe), photo
sessions, and??? Although I can not entertain,

I am willing and able to travel immediate area.

Photo a must for reply. F-618

VERY VERSATILE PROFESSIONAL S/W/M,
5'10”, 170 lbs., 8", excellent shape. Looking for

romantic long-term relationship with TV/TS.
Please reply with photo. F-619

F-620 F-622

F-625

for pre/post-op transsexual for friendship and
possible relationship. Require intellegence as
well as an attractive face and figure. May con-
sider exceptional TV if willing to begin hor-
mone therapy. My fantasy has been to have a
continuing relationship with a lovely TS. I

know you’re out there, don’t keep me waiting.
Sorry my photo could not be printed but I am a
professional model and cannot be exposed.
Discretion expected and given. You will not be
disappointed. Believe me! Photo and phone
and SASE. Race not a priority. Require
complete passibility. Will answer all. Love,
Gabrielle. F-623

SEXY SHE-MALE. Young, petite, feminine,
enjoys music, dancing, modeling/receiving
sexy clothes, going out, romantic times, and
hot safe sex. I want to meet straight and Bi-

men who know how to enjoy a girl in and out of
bed. Also want to meet beautiful lesbians and
passable TVs/TSs. I am sincere ultra clean and
discreet. F-624

SENSUAL, SHY, SELECTIVE, SEMI-
submissive health conscious black bi-sexual

N.Y.C. transvestite. Into movies, music, poetry,

tight-fitting corsets, skyscraper heels, erotic

lingerie, and passion filled evenings shared

with that special affectionate someone. Send
SASE and photo for prompt response. F-620

SEX CRAZY SHE-MALE will relocate foi

permanent live-in with wealthy gentleman who
will encourage my pursuit of generous admirers.
All hot offers considered. I’m also interested in

like-minded she-males for partnership and/or
relationship. If you love to sin, I’m your girl.

Brandi. F-625

ATTRACTIVE POST-OP. Not interested in

chainsmokers but seek attractive transvestites,

other transsexuals, female friends, male dates

(no fatties) and the right man to marry. I am a

35, Jewish, well-educated, and a pharmacy
assistant by profession. I travel frequently and

love being entertained by thoughtful people. I

alternate between NYC, Miami, L.A. and

Seattle but prefer Midwestern types. F-621

ATTRACTIVE TV (Central Mass, area) Looking

to develop a relationship with a TS or

“Female.” Would really enjoy treating you as a

lady, and as a NEW experience, being treated

as a lady. Not into very kinky things, but enjoy

getting loose on occasion. Let’s meet. Send
photo & phone no. See photo. F-622

BEAUTIFUL SEX CHANGE - 24 - 5’10” - 150 lbs.,

36(B)-24-39. Brown eyes/hair/drk skin. Looking

F-624

ATTRACTIVE, HETEROSEXUAL, non-smoking,
SWM, age 30, is interested in experimenting
with crossdressing with an educated, trim,

sincere, reasonably attractive “semi-
dominate” W/F age 35-44 for an occasional
rendezvous in the Los Angeles area. I have no
experience in this regard, in fact I can’t believe
I’m writing this but the thought of meeting you

F-627

F-628

facinates me. A non-smoker preferred,
discretion a must, sanity would be nice. F-626

VIRGIN MALE BOOT-LICKING SLAVE, has
Mistress’s permission to humbly bow in servi-

tude to very passable, pretty, she-male or

transsexual. Must be dominate and forceful.

Prefer heavy-hung in spikes. Please teach me
to PLEASE? F-625

SAN DIEGO, CA - TALL TV enjoys being a

female in corsets, garter belts and high heels.

Love to have photos taken while dressed. Wish
to correspond and exchange photos with other

TVs. Will answer all with photo. F-628

MATURE TV, loves being dressed in female
clothes. I’ve had the desire since my early

teens, now I’m enjoying my female way of life.

I am Bi and practice safe sex. Your letters to

me will help me in knowing that I’ve chosen
the right way to happiness. My fetishes are

wearing sexy black stockings and latex out-

fits. Stockings was my first love, and latex

came later into the picture as my photo shows
in this ad. I'm interested in corresponding and
possibly meeting with other TVs, foot and
stocking fetishes, couples, gentleman who
treats a lady as a lady. A descriptive letter and
photo would be helpful. All answered. SASE
please. Nothing shocks me. Love, Brenda. F 629

N/CAL WM, 5’10", 170 lbs., 44, blue/brcwn.
Completely monogynous, honest, sincere.

Looking for the “girl” I can introduce to mom.
Tired of women who think feminine is pink jog-

ging shoes. Want permanent relationship

(marriage) with pretty, intelligent, loving,

sharing “lady” who is totally secure in her fem-
ininity and desire to build a life in the straight

world. Tom. F 630

SWM, 29, 6’, slim 140 lbs., blue eyes, brown
hair, TV, seeks safe individual or couple to

transform me into more feminine TV or She-
male, if you like I’d consider even castration or
hormones. Willing to consider to try or do just

about anything to meet your needs. Please
write and send SASE. F-631

F-629



ATTRACTIVE WM PROFESSIONAL, 26, seeks
sensuous TS or ultra-feminine She-male for

meetings and/or correspondence. I'm very

vyarm and sincere with a good sense of humor
and I wish to treat you as the lady you are and
love you as the woman you desire to be.

Cleanliness & discretion is assured and
expected. Answer all with sincere letter and
photo. S.E. Michigan. F-632

F-633

SINCERE. STABLE WM, 24, would like to

write/meet TVs for fun, friendship and possible
long-term live-in/marriage. Interests include
antiques, teddy-bears, rock music. Incurable
romantic into Love as an art form, not a form of

cheap relief. Should be white, 18-25, and
passable/or now passing. Photo a must. Love,
Dave. F-633

TALL, TEMPTING Bi-TV knows how to please
and would love the opportunity to prove it to

you. Would love to meet TVs, guys, gals or
couples. Photo a must for reply. F634

F-634

GORGEOUS TV BEAUTY: All natural — Califor-

nia blond, blue-eyed pre-oper. TV looking for

extremely goodlooking, wellbuilt, well-endowed
men!! (No crossdressers.) I am sophisticated
and well educated, young, feminine and very

willing to please. Based in L.A. area. I mean
. . . why buy a dirty movie — when I am one! !

!

If you're interested in making your wildest

fantasies “cum” true — please send your
photo and phone number and I promise to get

right back to you. Photo a must! F-636

F-636

SACRAMENTO AREA: Attractive and kinky TV
wishes to meet a woman who can appreciate

some of the finer things in life. Very versatile,

loves to please and to play role-type games.
Also interested in corresponding with other TVs.

Please send photo. Thanks, Michelle. F-637

CHICAGO AREA BI-SWM 45, seeks attractive

pre/post operation feminine transexual, TV or

She-male for lasting relationship and sex. I am
5’10”, 170 lbs., with blue eyes, and have always
desired this type of relationship. I love French
and Greek, both giving and receiving. And I will

treat you like a lady should be treated. Please
send detailed letter and photo if possible and I

will send you mine in return. You won't be
disappointed, as I am for real. Can travel or

entertain. No P.O.Box #s answered. F-639

U.S.A. — My name is Doris. I am a 34-year-old

traveling salesman for a pharmaceutical

company. I am very attractive as a male, or

She-male and travel extensively. My wife, a

pharmacist is very open to meeting men with

me who enjoy being with a very serious couple.

We are bright and warm people. F-640

F-637

FOXY TV from Pennsylvania seeks honest cor-

respondence from others w/similar interests

and introductions to men/couples who
appreciate the persona. 28; 57”; 136 lbs.;

white. Can pass. Fully devoted to lifestyle.

Fluffy, auburn hair; long, slender legs; curvey

bottom; feminine features. Bi-sexual,

submissive, receptive to all partner's needs.

Exceptionally turned-on by spankings, light

B&D, bobby-soxer scenes, leather and lace.

Winter beach, summer rain, hot chocolate,

iced tea, fall fashions also nice. Walk on the

wild side with something special. Sisters write

too. Judy Ann waits. F-641

DESPERATELY SEEKING LAURA. Issue #29,

Letters to the Editor, Linclon Park Laura. A
knock-out already. Could you use another

friend who appreciates your courage and your

beauty? Write me in confidence. F-642

F-640



F-641

HI, I’M HEIDI FROM SEATTLE. I'm seeking

that special person who can treat me like a

lady. Don’t think because of who or what you

are, it’s not you. Please write and tell me about

yourself. I’m more than willing to relocate to

California. Love, Heidi F-643

ATTRACTIVE TV, 33. I like the total look with

figure hugging dresses, hose, high heels. I like

to exchange photos and letters. I like to have
my picture taken out in public. I am 6’ tall and
have a great figure. I am not gay or interested

in men. I like looking like a lady and being out

in public. If you’re into the same, please write

Love, Micki F-644

WM/TV, 34. New to Central California coast.

Would like to hear from individuals, groups
and businesses locally for get-togethers and
conversation and would love to hear from

others for good correspondence. Marie. F-638 F-644

F-646

BLK MALE NEW TO F.M.I. would like to meet
slim. fine, nice looking TVs with REAL tits I'm

5'10". 155 lbs., 32 years of age. Photo with letter

please. Will return on request. VA area. F-645

STATUESOUE NORDIC MODEL now living in

Texas seeks masculine men interested in long-

term romance. Age, looks, race less important

than sincerity. Live the dream with this witty,

athletic sometimes wild SHE-MALE F-646

SO. CALIF ATTRACTIVE TV, wishes to corre

spond and especially meet a girl or girls like

myself. Hopefully a kindred spirit. Love

complete head-to-toe feminine attire. Wish to

explore thoughts, fantasies, desires with a

special gentle TV or female. Foto if possible

Love. Suzie. F-647

ATLANTA. VERY SISSY, VERY FEMME. Pic-

tured on page 9 of Issue #44 under caption “A
sultry and mysterious beauty.” Into clothes
rather than organs. Have fabulous fashionable
wardrobe of dresses, skirts & lingerie. Go out
often dressed. Seeking cute TVs, TSs, GGs,
and possibly refined gentlemen who like to

escort crossdressers. F-648

HI! MY NAME IS STEPHANIE. I am a 32-yr.-old

novice-TV from New York City, 5’10”, 160 lbs.

I adore all fern things and want to become very
feminine! I'd like to hear from TVs, TSs or

ladies who are looking for fun and possible
long-term relationship. Please write soon so
we can meet. Please include photo and phone
if possible. Love, Stephanie. F-649

F 647

ORIENTAL TV, 5’5”, 138 lbs., lives in Asia,
Hong Kong; a passive and lonely TV who
wants to exchange letters and photos with
other TVs and females. If you would like an
Oriental friend in Hong Kong, this is your
chance. f-650

BLONDE, BLUE-EYED TV looking for TV/TS for

friendship to share with each other. Possible
long-term relationship for the right person.
Like all loving. Send photo and will get same.
Let me help you be the woman you want to be.
TEDI. F-651

CROSSDRESSER, WANTS TO BE GIRL all the
time. Wants sex change. Needs hormones and
financial help. Needs hair removal. Great body,
talks like a girl. Loves sexy clothes. Can cook,
sew, iron! I will be your girl in return for long
relationship. Honest & sincere. Will make you
haPPy! F-652

N.J. WM 5’ 1 0”, 175lbs. SEMI-CLOSET TV
would like to correspond or meet with TV/TS or
understanding women for support and friend-
ship. Robyn. F-653

PA-NJ. LOOKING FOR TV-TS who enjoys
exotic attire, kink sessions, Oriental or
lesbian. SASE-photo-letter & phone. F-654

F-648 F-650

NOVICE TV, 30, LOOKING FOR HELP in be-

coming part-time lady. Would like contact with
beautiful hairstylist to feminize me in her

salon. Anyone who might know one, please for-

ward address(es). Can travel within 100 miles
of my home. No pain necessary, please send
photos, will answer all. F-656

BI-TV WISHES TO MEET M/F/TS for fun and
dating. Need help to be a real woman. Love all

types of sex and leather. Must be clean & safe.

Can travel or entertain select few Please write

with P/P. Only sincere people please. Will

answer all F-657

CDN MALE SEEKS A TV/TS wishing a male for

long-term relationship. Must be passable, sin-

cere, affectionate. Like a homelife in the
country with a sincere man. All replies ans.

Photos, etc. F-658

HI! I'M A CUTE NEW TV from MN Am looking
for a passable Bi. not too large TV, to show me
how to take Greek. I'm mid-30’s, 5

' 1 0 145 lbs

and a little crazy. You must be clean, pretty

and ready to show me what to do, I can be
dominate with submissive TVs and ladies. MN
Wl. ND, SD, IA D lease send photo, phone if

poss to Wendy. Let’s meet. F-659

HANDSOME. FUN-LOVING, tall, well-built and
endowed professional desires affectionate
and feminine TV/TS for friend and lover, who
loves to go first-class all the way. Versatile
with erotic and playful imagination (not into

pain or unsafe sex). High heels, garter belts

nylons, lingerie and lipstick make me hot
hard, thick and yours 1 NJ-CT-NY-based but
travel the entire U S and Canada Will answe
a '

l See photo F-660



HELLO, MY NAME IS AMBER, I’m looking for

Mr. Right to help me to become the woman I

would like to be. Also will correspond with
other TV. I live in So. Calif. F-661

F-657

F-658
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660 F-662

BLONDE, BLUE-EYED FEMININE TV from PA
wants to meet and correspond with other

TVs/TSs, females, and couples for friendship,

girl talk, shopping, dinners, and FUN. Please
write to see how much woman I can be. I am
also interested in any TV clubs near SW-
PA/OH area. Phone and photo would be nice.

Can travel. Love you all, Kathy. F-662

SEATTLE TS, LOVES FASHION, FUN, friend-

ship and secure people. TURN ONS: attractive

men in fast cars, understanding TSs for friend-

ship and outings, clean, safe fun. TURN OFFS:
hairy bodies, dented cars and masculine TVs.

Can travel both coasts, often to So. Calif.

Photo and sincere reply soon guarantees
action. Kisses, Shelia. F-663

F-663

F-664

VT TV — SUBMISSIVE enema slave/patient

seeks Dominant TV/TS Mistress nurse to fully

discipline this person. I will totally satisfy your
every sexual desire if you will administer
enemas and wildness. Please send your photo
and I’ll reciprocate. Lovingly, Arlene. F-664

F-665

PA PHILA. AREA TV-HETEROSEXUAL seeks

correspondence with other hetero-TV or Dom-
inant women. Into total dressing and photo

exchanges. Not into gay scene. F-665

HARD & LENGTHY, handsome black male, 49,

very clean & discreet. Seeks very fern pre- or

post-op TS for down-to-earth sincere relation-

ship. Live East Coast but can travel. Photo

appreciated. F-666

VIVACIOUS, PETITE TV seeks to correspond

with people who share my interest in acting

and erotic modeling as a “girl." Photo, sin-

cerity and honesty a must. F-667

F-667

CT PRE-OPT TRANSSEXUAL. Is there a mascu
line straight or Bi male who is looking for a

relationship with a 29-yr-old blond? Must be

husband material and capable of a sincere

relationship. Please no crossdressers and only

21- to 39-yr-old. Respond with photo, phone

and SASE. Donna. F-668

SLENDER, LEGGY TV in early 30’s into heels,

hose, lingerie and elegant eveningwear. Seeks
other TVs, couples, females and cute young

men for fun times. F-669

BI-TV, NE OHIO. Would like to meet TVs, TSs
or selected men for mutual French and Greek,

or some girl talk. No pain. I enjoy makeup,
stockings, heels. Letter with photo gets imme-
diate reply. See photo. Love, Gloria. F-670



I AM A 27-YEAR-OLD MAN who enjoys TVs &

TSs and would like to correspond with them. If

possible, send provocative photo. I also enjoy

professional female impersonators who live as

women. Send me a juicy letter about your life-

style. Ben. F-672

F-671

MIDWEST: GORGEOUS, SENSUOUS, AND
feminine she-male desires to correspond,

exchange sexy photos and possibly meet with

other girls like me. I pass extremely well in

public. Priority given to other gorgeous kinky

girls like me. Married OK. Please no hairy men
in blue eyeshadow and pantyhose need reply.

Discretion and confidentiality guaranteed.

All with photo answered. Joni. F-673

CUTE, SOFT & CUDDLY DISEASE-FREE TV
seeking sponsor to make me the girl of my and
your dreams. I'm white, 6-feet, with long shapely

legs, real breasts, soft round derriere, pretty

face. The ideal sponsor would be a generous,

wealthy, aggressive executive-type, older lady,

couple, or even a single man, possibly needing

transplants after scrotum cancer. Any race is

OK. If your ideal is Christy & Cher, or even Liz,

I’ll undergo plastic reconstruction, liposuction

or implants. If you always wanted Whitney, I’d

take chemical skin coloring as in the movie
“Black Like Me.” In return, I’m yours to become
the perfect helper. Do you need a girl Friday,

secretary, maid, cook, wife, lesbian lover? I’m

also well-educated, skilled as a chauffer, per-

haps you even need an unlikely bodyguard? I’ve

studied Judo & Karate. If you wish, send me to

school to be your hairdresser, or even nurse.

Please, there must be someone out there whom
I’d be perfect for. I’m serious, not fantasizing.

Answer all. Your girl, Barbie. F-676

ATTRACTIVE TV wishes to correspond and
meet other TVs for dates and fun. I love to dress,

feel, and be sexy from head to toe. Cleanliness

and photo a must. Love, Chris. F-677

F-678 F-681

CHARMINGLY FEMININE COQUETTISH
young transsexual wishes to correspond and

eventually meet with transgendered individ-

uals and men who can advance my education

in learning the womanly arts. Hobbies include

fashion, sewing, cooking, computing and

reading romance novels on lonely winter

nights. Eager to be accepted as the lady I have

striven to become. Forever yours, Janine. F-671

F 668

F-674 F-677

MPLS. TV would like to meet others like me.
Goes out sometimes as female. Like females
into it too. Will trade pics, panties and hot corre-

spondence with everyone. Will have photo ses-

sions with other attractive TVs. Have apt. Photo/

phone gets same. Love to all, Marla. F-674

DETROIT AREA. SW TV (possible TS) wishes
to meet TVs, TSs and females for lasting

friendships. I wish to explore my femininity to

the fullest with the help and support of good
friends. Honesty and discretion assured and
expected. Please write. Love, Jennifer. F-675

NOVICE, BLACK, CROSSDRESSER, 30, 5’9”,

desi r es juicy phone sex, and possibly erotic

encounters with overweight, non-hairy, effem-
inate, submissive TVs (25-42) in the St. Louis
area and nationwide. I love mutual French to

completion and giving deep Greek. Also, lick-

ing shaved TV-pussy. Not feminine and prefer

to meet as male. Will trade nude, rear-end
photos with all hairless fat-butt TVs. Photo and
full name a must for reply. Love, Bambi. F-678

F-673

ATLANTA, GA. Blue-eyed brunette. Inactive for

5 years, but 4 years on hormones left me with

feminine face and nice breasts. Still passable
and needing contacts and friends. Will answer
all. F-679

WHITE MALE, travels S/E Mich, N/W Ohio,

nothern Ind, and Milwaukee areas. Looking to

make contact with TVs & TSs for mutual bene-

fits. 6’3”, 260 lbs., virgin, submissive, willing to

learn. Contact CB. Will answer all. Photo will

ensure same day phone call. F-680

I WILL DO ANYTHING, absolutely anything for

someone who can help me get started on hor-

mones. Seasonally employed summers in

West Virginia vacationland, free to travel win-

ters. Will relocate for hormone treatments and
TV and slave training. Seeking employment
during my transformation. Five years exper-

ience as professional photographer and have

degree in accounting. Young, attractive and
anxious to love the please. See photo. Please

help me. F-681

SEEKING PERMANENT RELATIONSHIP
with TV/TS that passes even in swimsuit. Must
be willing to transform into the woman of

my dreams. I’m good-looking and ready to

make your dreams come true also. Live in

Houston. F-682

TALL, SLENDER, PASSING TV/TS seeking

mature gentleman in No. Calif, area for dating,

traveling, theatre, etc. I am intelligent, clean,

elegant but sexy and open to any and all plea-

sures. Please write, I have so much to share

with you. Jenny. F-683

F-670

F-683

STATUESQUE BLOND TS, Pre-op living on the

South Coast, CA. I want to MEET with those

who can stand to have a GREAT time with an

active, loving TS. Guaranteed lots of hugs,

loving romantic times. I want to find someone
who likes candlelit dinners, walks on the

beach and showers together. No transporta-

tion, but love to travel and can host. Lisa. F-6P



F-686 F-687

SEXY B/M, early 30s, intelligent, nicely built,

clean, discreet and disease-free. Would like to

meet and correspond with a feminine TV/TS or

couple. I am very open-minded. Race/age open.

Phone/photo appreciated. All will be
answered. F-685

BI-TV, SISSY, SWISHY AND SEXY, needs
romantic long-term relationship with sensitive

but sexually demanding or dominant guy. I’m

educated and quite sub. Will consider Dorn or

butch woman. Possible live-in with right per-

son. Love to pose, model in lingerie. Will corre-

spond with Dorns. F-686

SEXY SWM, 21, tall and slim. Live in Western
North Carolina near Asheville. I want to meet
and/or correspond with any TVs, TSs in my area

and nationwide. Can travel. Help me unleash
my fantasies. Will consider meeting attractive

man and any women who want to meet a hot

TV. I’m lonely and waiting for you. Send as
many photos as you can. Love, Holly. F-687

CHICAGO AREA CLOSET TV, 28, seeks TV, TS

and females for friendship, makeup and dress-

ing tips, safe sex. Not Bi yet but itching. Love

all things feminine. Can entertain. Send photo

and SASE for reply. Phone quicker. Tina. F-688

PHILADELPHIA AREA MALE would love to

spoil a beautiful, feminine TV or pre-op. I am
masculine, sensitive, very handsome, and a

successful professional. Hot clothes,

gorgeous legs tucked into passionate spiked

heels, and tender lovemaking are my turn-ons.

Let’s at least exchange photo & phone. You

won’t be disappointed. F-689

F-688 F-690

F-691 F-692

BEAUTIFUL DOMINANT SHE-MALE seeking
TV slaves to do as I order them. They must be
very submissive and worship me. I am
Misstress Valarie and you will be my pet when
you write and you will address me as
Misstress. F-690

VERY ATTRACTIVE PRE-OP TS wishes to cor-

respond with others for friendship and pen
pals. No druggies or drunks. Likes to meet sin-

cere, understanding people who understand
the TS mystique. Francine. F-691

ATLANTA & SE; 27-yr-old SAA/ TV, very fern in

lingerie, attr., seeks TSs, attr. women (18-40),

select couples and Bi-men. Am Bi. Want to be
treated as sex kitten. Love all but S&M and
pain. 'Love photography, Gr, Fr, modeling. Am
discreet, absolutely disease-free and clean.

College educated, professional. Photo and
phone. Love, Amy. F-692

WHITE MALE IN LATE 40’s seeking a serious

and attractive post-op TS or female for loving

companionship, serious dating, possible per-

manent relationship. She must be affectionate

and a one-man gal. Cleanliness and discretion

is a must. No smokers, drinkers, drug users,

money needers. I am a very honest and sincere

person looking for that special person. Should

live within a 100 mile radius of Asheville, N.C.

Only letters with photos will be answered. F-695

PORTLAND, OR. Very good-looking 28y/o WM,
6’1”, 178 pounds, into jogging, traveling, good
food. I own my own business. Would like to

meet pre-op TS or very passable TV. Write with

photo. Thanks. F-696

BUFFALO, N.Y. Submissive TV, 38, married,

wife doesn't understand. Seeks TVs, TSs,

couples, and dominant women who love

having their nylon-clad feet and high heels

kissed. Love kinky games, spike heels, and
everything feminine. I’m very clean, very

discreet, and very real. Photo and explicit

letter. Love, Michelle. F-697

F-693

NORTHWEST SHOW QUEEN. Tall, tempting,
luscious and very provocative. Exotic looking

and ultra glamourous, a show girl that loves to

be worshipped lavishly. Only generous, sin-

cere men should reply. Would love to

exchange photos & letters with all exotic

Queens with similar taste. Jill. F-693

HELLO TO EVERYONE who has tried on pink

panties and became hooked: Now it’s all the

way and I feel heels & hose (nylons) are a

must. Please write — send photo — tell me
your story — also pros and cons on hormones
— and what makes you horny & femme.
Coreene. F-694 F-694 F-697

F-699

WM/TV, 39, Orange Cty, Cal., heterosexual/

male lesbian. Would like to hear from beautiful

women and gorgeous TSs under 35 for corre-

spondence or meetings and friendship. I’m a

very clean, non-smoking social drinker and a

physically fit 5 feet 10 inches and 175 pounds.

I enjoy jogging, biking, pinball, and back-

gammon. While I like fern things, (I am a size

13/14), I’m also a male chauvinist at heart and
like to treat a lady like a real lady should be.

Please, no illegal drugs, no fatso's, no vio-

lence, no men or couples. Your enclosed photo

will ensure my immediate reply. F-698



MADISON, Wl. Bi/WM/TV, 57”, 175 lbs. I con-
sider myself submissive but can be dominant
with the right sissy. Love to be forced into

corsets, stockings, 6” heels, etc. Love B&D and
spankings if I’m naughty! I want to serve a
dominant Mistress or TV. Can you bring out the
whore in me? Make me your maid. Safe sex, I’m

discreet and clean. Expect same. Your photo
gets mine. Will submit by mail. DeeAnn. F-699

F-700

F-701

TV SEEKING TVs, couples, females and hung
young men in Midwest for enjoyable good
times. Photo ensures response. F-700

DELIGHTFUL, STRIKINGLY PASSABLE, petite
TV Temptress, with ‘‘Covergirl and Centerfold”
modeling experience, seeks role as a starlet in

a kinky, tasteful, erotic video. Can travel. Anx-
ious but expect safe sensible circumstances.
See photo. Carole-Anne. F-701

SF BAY AREA. Bi-couple wants to meet new
friends & playmates. We have varied interests
& are quite kinky. TVs, women & couples are
invited toreply — wewill answer all with photo
exchange anywhere. We will even help you
escape your closet, but no terminal closet
queens, please. Be it — don’t dream it. Sin-
cere, clean & discreet & expect same. Dish &
Danielle. F-702

F-702
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One of the Girls
By Marsha Manley

I got some things together in a

handbag and put on a trenchcoat and

a headscarf. Rita drove me to work.

I usually ride a bus but that was out

of the question this morning.

Since it was early we decided to

stop at a fast food place on the way

for some coffee. This was a conve-

nient test of my authenticity and 1

passed easily. I got some second

looks but they were not the kind

that said, ‘I know you are a man.’

When Rita dropped me off a

block from the plant’s office build-

ing 1 had a stomach full of butter-

flies but they dissipated when I saw

a group of employees in the parking

lot all dressed in outlandish cos-

tumes. Among them was a man in

comic drag. At least 1 was not going

to be the only guy in a skirt.

I high-heeled it up the walk and

into the building unnoticed. 1 fum-

bled around with my handbag get-

ting out my identification tag to

show to the security guard. He
showed no sign of recognition and

passed me by without any comment.

I have to admit I felt a twinge of dis-

appointment at his indifference.

If I felt unappreciated at that

point I had only to wait a few

moments as Diana D. arrived in the

elevator lobby. She was dressed in a

1920’s flapper-style costume with a

cute tunic dress, a cloche hat, beads

and court shoes.

We got on the elevator together

and stared at each other for several

seconds. Then we both spoke at

once.

Diana let out a squeal as we

arrived on the third floor and a

number of heads turned in the hall-

way to see what the commotion was

about.

“Wow, Marshall — you really

did it,’’ she gushed. “Just look at

you — you really can dress as a

woman — you’re beautiful. Wait till

Mallory sees this. She’ll just die.’’

I just smiled and went demurely

to my desk and sat down.

It was pretty much the same scene

when the other ladies arrived. Dottie

K. was more reserved than the

others but that is just the way bosses

are supposed to be. She smiled at me
warmly and said simply, “Marshall

— you look very nice.”

Mallory teased me quite a bit and
made me get up and walk around
the office.

Excerpted from the Sissy

Times, this is the third

part of Marsha 's story.

The Halloween party

plans are set and
Marshall's sister, Rita

has come to help

Marshall in his

transformation. Let the

party begin!

“Oh, you’re good in those high

heels, aren’t you darling,” she

commented with a signigicant look

in the direction of the other girls

who sat by giggling.

Mallory was dressed in a Super-

woman outfit. Louise W. wore a

sexy western dance hall outfit. Mar-

garet B. was outfitted as a meter

maid. Susan P. wore a Hawaiian

outfit with a grass skirt. Dorothy K.

had come as a circus clown.

For the first hour the office was in

a complete uproar as we took in one

another’s outfits and gabbed. 1

wasn’t entirely the center of atten-

tion but I was constantly aware that

the ladies were sneaking looks at

me. Louise W., Diana D. and Mar-

garet B. were the friendliest and

most supportive.

They naturally wanted to know

where 1 had obtained the clothing

41

and makeup. I told them about Rita

and said the clothes were hers and

that she had done my makeup.

We were still buzzing like school-

girls when the first coffee break time

came so Dottie K. took us down to

the cafeteria together and we began

to settle down.

I was doing my best to act in a

feminine manner and my efforts did

not go unnoticed.

“When I look at you from behind

Marshall,” Louise W. said as we

walked down the hallway from the

cafeteria, “you look just like a

woman. You swing your hips just

like a woman.”
I turned and smiled at her. I love

to hear a real woman say things like

that to me.

“He’s got padding in there I

think,” Mallory offered. “Don’t

you Marshall?”

“I’m not telling,” I replied and

they all laughed.

When we got back to the office

Mallory and Louise and Diana and

Margaret cooked up a little scheme.

They went to Dottie and suggested

that 1 sit at Diana’s desk in the

reception area and do her job

instead of my own. Diana was to

work on some filing in the store-

room.

“After all,” Mallory told Dottie,

“Marshall is the only one who is

dressed appropriately for the recep-

tion area. He ought to be our

receptionist I think.”

It was a joke on me, of course,

but I absolutely loved the idea of

playing receptionist. This was just

the sort of reaction I had been

hoping to provoke from my co-

workers. 1 wanted to have fun

dressed as a woman and 1 wanted

them to have fun with me.

The day went very fast. Rita

called before lunch to ask how
things were going. 1 gave her a glow-

ing report. Margaret B. wanted Rita

to do a makeup analysis for her

sometime. Some men came for an

F M /



appointment with Dottie and sat tor

several minutes in the reception area

looking perplexed as costumed

employees passed back and lorth.

They didn’t seem to catch on to me

until 1 had to talk on the telephone.

Then they realized 1 was a man

dressed as a woman and you should

have seen their expressions then.

One of them, a younger man, stared

at me a long time. Ordinarily that

would have made me feel very un-

comfortable but 1 was on my own

turf so to speak and 1 looked up

from time to time and smiled at

him. My smiles made him turn away

with a shamed look on his lace.

Then Dottie called me on the inter-

com and 1 showed them to her

office. A half hour later they came

out laughing with Dottie and 1 was

introduced to them as Marshall.

“Boy you sure had us tooled,

the older of the two men said.

We got permission from Dottie to

take some extra time for lunch so we

could go out to a nice restaurant

together. We locked the oil ice up

and all went in two cars.

The questions got a little more

personal over drinks and lunch.

“This isn’t the first time you’ve

done this, is it Marshall?” Mallory

asked point-blank. “We’ve had

guys come in drag before, but

they’ve never looked as good as you

look,” she added.

“Well, 1 have been to some other

Halloween parties I guess.”

“The frightening thing is,” Mar-

garet B. interjected, “Marshall

looks better as a woman than a lot

of real women.”
“I’ve been told that before but I

don’t think it’s true,” I replied try-

ing to sound modest. The vain nar-

cissism of transvestites is impossible

to cover up, however.

“You know it’s true, Marshall, so

don’t try to kid us,” Mallory

warned me.

“You know, most men 1 know

wouldn’t dare do this for love or

money,” Margaret B. said, “but

you seem to be totally at ease as a

woman. You must enjoy being in

drag.”

“Well, yes and no,” I replied. “I

guess 1 do enjoy getting dressed up

in these nice clothes and fooling

people but to tell the truth — my
girdle’s killing me.”

There was prolonged laughter at

this jest.

They also had to know what 1 was

wearing underneath and what I had

used for padding my breasts and

hips. 1 answered these questions

willingly.

I was overdue in a restroom when

we finished our meal so Louise W .

and Mallory stood guard on the

ladies’ room at the restaurant while

I quickly relieved myself. This

prompted quite a discussion in the

car on the way back to the plant.

Back at the office Dottie k. asked

me to deliver some documents to

another ottice located in a separate

building on the company complex.

This meant walking nearly a quarter

of a mile.

“Do you mind doing it?” Dottie

asked me in front of Mallory. “1

can send Diana if you like.”

She was apparently concerned

about me walking such a long dis-

tance in high heels and a tight skirt.

I assured her I would do it.

“Maybe I ought to go with him to

keep him out ot trouble,” Mallory

offered. “You never know about

those guys in the Engineering

Department. They might make a

pass at our pretty little

receptionist.”

Dottie agreed and Mallory went
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along with me. We got into our

coats to go outside and I tied on my

scarf as it was windy outside.

“1 really mean it Marshall,” Mal-

lory said to me when we were on our

way. “You look quite attractive

dressed that way. Men look at

attractive w'omen and think evil

thoughts. Doesn’t that worry you a

teeny bit?”

“I know, but surely we don t

have to worry about getting raped

here at work,” 1 responded. “I

can’t imagine anyone attacking me

here.”

“So, you’re not worried then?”

“No, but I’m glad you came

along just the same,” 1 replied and

smiled. Mallory is a fine person and

a charming companion.

“Do you mind if 1 ask you a

really personal question?”

From past experience 1 had a

good idea w hat was on her mind and

1 wasn’t disappointed. 1 nodded my

consent to suffer her inquisition.

“Are you gay?”

“No, I’m not gay, but 1 must be a

transvestite or something,’ 1

replied.

There was silence atter this tor a

few moments.

“Well, 1 was just curious about it.

I guess 1 shouldn’t have asked you

such a thing. Will you forgive me? 1

can be such a nosy bitch at times.”

“No, it’s all right. 1 don’t mind

you asking me questions at all, 1

assured her.

“In that case,” Mallory contin-

ued, “what are you going to show

up in tonight?”

Mallory was clever enough to

realize that 1 would not be content

to come to the Halloween party in a

skirt-suit.

I described my evening dress in

detail for Mallory and made her

promise not to reveal my plans to

our co-workers. 1 wanted to surprise

them.

We delivered the documents to

the Engineering Department with-

out incident and returned to our

office building. On the way back we

stopped in a ladies’ restroom and

went in together as though it was the

normal thing to do.

Continued in the next issue!
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The Wonderful
World of Good
Safe and Unusual

Sex

TV Fiction

Classics

These delightful novelettes

are a romantic relief from

the rock hard genre

Deliciously detailed

encounters of young men

discovering their feminine

selves.

Substitute Daughter VP4

$7.50

Pat Goes Coed VP5 $7.50

Cheerleader Mascot VP6

$7.50

Model Husband VP7 $7.50

Miss-ing Passport VP8

$7.50

This mag has it all. Over

200 photos, many in color,

of all aspects of sexuality

with a special emphasis on

safe sex. Many TV and TS

photos too, ’cause we put

it together! WW1 $12.95

How to be a

Woman, Though
Male

By Virginia

Prince Ph.D.

194 pages of information.

This book covers the

aspects of transformation

that you'll ever encounter.

VERY DETAILED! From

hats to shoes and beyond

into the world of poise and

legal matters. VP1 $10.00

to

'PerwaaJ f’xpervmxs-

m .««. ansi

f-r-m iia* ftiwicaw.

Letters to Kim
Christy

Here it is. A collection of

the most divine to the most

bizarre personal confes-

sions and reflections. All

answered by Miss Kim,

herself. A must for both

budding and full-

blossomed TVs. KL1 $5.95

Letters to him Christy

Volume Two

Letters to Kim
Christy, Vol. 2

Because No. 1 was

so popular here is a

whole new book of

intimate confessions

to Kim that you’ve

never read before!

KL2 $5.95

TV Dream Fantasies

#3
If you haven't seen one of

these great volumes by

now, there's no hope for

you. This stuff is

POPULAR. PU3 $6.00

Love.
Linda

The Ltesl of Linda Lee

Love, Linda

The best of Linda Lee

compiled in one big

hundred-page book. Share

Linda's warmth and humor

through the years in these

columns excerpted from

historic F.M.I.s. LL $9.95

The Transvestite

and His Wife

By Virginia

Prince, Ph.D.

A thorough book dealing

with the aspects of married

TV life. Wives who like it

and wives who don't. All

the workable compromises

that loving couples can

come to. This book could

help your marriage today.

Come out of the shame and

guilt. VP3 510.00

Letters to Kim Christy

#3

More of the divine confes-

sions and bedtime stories

that made the first two

volumes so popular. All

new material from our out-

rageous readers. KL3 $5.95

Linda Lee, Abroad

Linda Lee attends the

Harry Benjamin convention

on Gender Disphona in

France. Not only a great

travelog of Europe, but

insightful information on

the current opinions on the

transgendered All written

with Linda's loving view-

point LL2 $9.95

Understanding

Cross Dressing

By Virginia

Prince, Ph.D.

The whys and hows. The

pros and cons. All the

"reasons" in this tome

are carefully and thought-

fully explored Virginia

"Charles" Prince gives

unusual insight to the

questions that plague

many VP2 $10.00

True Stories of TVs,

#1, n , &#3.
Each of these three

j

volumes of stories tell of

j

the intimate and bizarre

I side of crossdressing.

J

Mommies, bad girls,

|

forced transvestism, petti-

i

coat punishment and

slut/boy are a few of the

topics covered. TTV1,

TTV2, TTV3, each $5.95
I

!

A Finer Specimen
of Womanhood
Sharon Davis tells the

often touching and brutally

truthful story of her trans-

formation. Erotic and

intimate. SD1 $7.95



MAGAZINES

The Mimics

Annual #2
A selection of F.M.I.s

bound in a library edition.

Some of our best stuff in

one book MI2 SI 0 . 00

1986 Calendar Girls

12 super-glamourous pin-

ups with a double-sized

spread of Heather Beautiful

color and paper. CA $5.95

The Mimics
Annual # 3
A huge collection of

"Lady-like” creatures.

Stories, letters and more.

Mil $10.00

The Mimics

Annual #5
The most recent collection

of our greatest hits. Loads

of stories, photos, articles.

MI3 $10.00

oice

i

JcQNft ' '•
“

Ladies by Choice

Annual

Packed with photos of

many young lovelies.

Teasing and glamourous

shots RE2 $10.00

She-Male Starring

Kim Christy

This is the book you've

heard about. Kim in all

Kim's moods: wild, sexy,

bitchy, glamorous and

demure. Caution: FRONTAL

NUDITY'

KC1 $25.00

Wedding Bells for

Sulka

A lavish and erotic maga-

zine starring Sulka after

her change. With Ron

Jeremy, Juicy Jennifer,

Sharon Mitchell, and

more 1 WB1 $10.00

The Sissy Times

Sharon Ann Stuart has

made special arrangements

with us to offer back issues

of this delightful periodical.

The Sissy Times offers a

variety of articles and fic-

tion designed to stimulate

the heterosexual sissy.

Three issues so far.

SSI, SS2, SS3 $10.00 ea

SS4. SS5

P HO T O S E T S

Francine

See her shave her

"pussy”. Then a

glamorous spread-

legs fashion shoot

Frontal nudity.

PSG $29.95

Morelle

Morelle de Keigh,

our most recent

discovery pouts,

struts and waves

her uncut "clit" at

you. Frontal nudity.

PSH $29,95

Suzanne and Slave

Her leather-clad

boot worshipper

shows his total sub-

mission to a worthy

goddess, Suzanne

CAUTION: Strong

frontal nudity.

PSI $29.95

Hitch Hiker

Kim’s thumbing it looking for fresh

meat to beat. This dope makes a

pass and Kim shreds his clothes off

while she puts him through his

oaces. PSJ $29.95

Mod Girls

Kim and friend, in early RARE shots

model nasty clothes and mod
fashions. Lots of white lipstick

PSK $29.95

Paddled

A blind date of terror with Kim leads

this innocent young man's butt

straight to the paddle, and the boot

and the rope. PSL $29.95



The Mysteries of

Transsexualism Explored

Heather Fontaine, Summer St. Cerly

and Tania share with you their own

personal stories. Make-up and lin-

gerie party too! (60 min) MT $49.95

TRftKSmriTE ADVEHTURES

Forced to Dress and

Spanked for It!

Mistress Tasha and Mistress Dana

force poor Tiger to don the Maid’s out-

fit and tend to their she-male needs.

Lots of spanking fun! FD1 $59.95

Behind the

Scenes
A fun new video that takes you

backstage into the how’s and what’s

of a photo shoot. Three young guys

transform into glamourous models,

Kim interviews them and then the

show begins. FMI $59.95

The Lingerie Shop
The true story of a forced transform-

ation. Mr. Mory is forced to work in

a panty and bra shop. Eventually he

becomes totally feminized living as

Ms. Antoinette’s French maid.

(60 min) LS $49.95

The Art of Femininity,

Vol. One
The most complete instructional

video we’ve seen yet. Summer takes

a young man through all the phases

of transformation and turns him into

a ravishing woman. DETAILED!

(45 min) AF1 $39.95

High Heel Slave

Angel stars in this kinky video set in

the ultimate shoe store. High Heel

and cigarette-in-holder fetishes. Her

feet and shoes get totally serviced

by a cute guy. HH1 $49.95

Transformed

See this rare footage of Kim Christy

transforming from a healthy young

athlete to a wild and sexy babe. Two

more chapters depict the forced

transformation of a repairman into a

French maid by two dominant

bitches. (30 min)TF $39.95

arms, chest and face. Then

the transformation into a rav-

ishing she-creature. Then

Sherrie O’Neal takes big stud

George on a trip down Trans-

vestite Lane. Then to a big

party full of TVs and TSs.

AF2 $49.95

NEW VIDEOS!

The Boys of the Universal

Ball 1989

Because you asked, we edited this

special tape concentrating on the

hunks parading their beef for the

girls of all genders! UB2 $49.95

The Universal Bali 88/89

La Rey’s fabulous drag extravaganza

captured on video. You’ve begged

us for this and here it is! Talent

galore and lots of drama! UB1 $49.95
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RUBBER
party:

One year

subscription

(6 issues) SB1

$45.00

Two. year v

subscription

(12 issues) SB2

$90.00

Current FMIs

(last 6 issues)

CI2 $8.00 ea.

Back Issues

B!1 $8.00 ea.

Why spend all that time taking off your make-up,

hanging up your dress and storing your shoes, just

to dress up like a man (yuck) to go to the local

adult bookstore to try to find a copy of FMI? You

can subscribe to FMI and six elegant, sexy and

informative issues will be discreetly mailed to you.

One year subscription (6 issues) SB1

Two year subscription (12 issues) SB2

There are limited quantities of back issues of

FMI still available, as well as the current (last

six) issues. Substitutions will be made at our

discretion.

Back issues BI1

Current issues CI2

Make checks and money orders payable to

LR Productions or use your credit card below,

and mail to: LR Productions, P.O.B. 1622,

Studio City, CA 91604.

ITEM # PRICE EA. VHS BETA

TOTAL ORDER $

ADD SALES TAX $

$3 00 PER ITEM

POSTAGE &

HANDLING

$

$10.00 FOR
FOREIGN

POSTAGE

$

TOTAL ENCLOSED
QR CHARGED TO
CREDIT CARD

$

If charging, fill in all information below—$10.00 minimum

on charge.

In

Mas

tertian

erCard

No

only My Card Expires

Month Year

Name

Address

City State Zip

Signature

I am over 18 years of age and I request this material.

(Signature must accompany credit card orders.)
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